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Executive Summary 
 
This report presents an extensive analysis of music teachers’ needs. PRELUDE project aims to develop a 
training programme for in-service music teachers. During the project a highly user-centred approach is 
adopted. Specifically during the first phase – “requirements elicitation”, the consortium attempts to identify 
the teachers’ needs and current practices both in their teaching and in their personal life as far as the use of 
ICT is concerned. Accordingly, a research was conducted in order to elucidate music teachers’ needs in all 
countries of the consortium, namely in Greece, U.K., Sweden, Romania, Spain, Estonia and Austria. A special 
questionnaire was designed by ROH, translated by the partner-institutions in all languages of the consortium 
and was given to 25 teachers in each country. At the same time DIMA and EA conducted semi-structured 
interviews with selected in-service music teachers in order to obtain, in addition to quantitative data, 
qualitative data that were analysed by DIMA. The final analysis and comparison of data as well as the 
rationale of the research methodology is furthermore analysed by ROH in Section B of the report.  
 
In Section A,  DIMA additionally conducted a literature review on the use of ICT in music education. From 
the kick-off meeting of the project it became apparent that the music education system of each country of the 
consortium varies substantially. Therefore, it  was decided that at this early stage of the project the teachers’ 
needs analysis should also contain a comparative study on the structure of the music education system 
gathering data from many partner-institutions (i.e. EA, SEK, DIMA, MIKSIKE, ROH and SONIC). The 
introduction of ICT in the education system of each country is also examined in the countries that will be 
involved with the implementation of PRELUDE training programme, namely Estonia, Greece, Romania and 
Spain. 
 
The picture of teachers’ needs analysis is furthermore complemented by information that illustrates the general 
landscape of ICT solutions in music education. In Section C of the report WALDIG and DIMA categorise and 
present a) freeware software (musical and/or music educational), b) commercial software and c) current or 
past projects related to PRELUDE project.  
 
Finally Section D of the report investigates the feasibility of the project by studying whether each institution 
involved with the implementation of the training programme have the necessary support (human and material 
resources). A questionnaire designed by TEHNE for another purpose was adapted by DIMA and was 
addressed to the partner-institutions EA, SEK, MIKSIKE, SONIC and DIMA. 
 
Overall the analysis of data collected indicates that: 

 Technology has become more and more prevalent in education all over Europe. 
 There are multiple benefits by the integration of technology in the educational context. As far as music 

education is concerned, ICT can support teaching and learning in various activities, such as 
assessment, composition, performance,  

 The role of teachers is crucial to the successful use of ICT. 
 In all countries there are common barriers that restrict the use of ICT 
 In all countries there are common enablers that promote the use of ICT 

 
As far as the music teachers’ needs are concerned, the following results can be drawn: 
 

 Despite the different level of availability of hardware and software between the different countries, 
most teachers recognize the value of using technology in their lessons. 

 Differences between the countries also exist in terms of how technology is used. 
 Teachers seem to be aware of the broad range of training needs they require.  
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 Teachers often use technology as a motivation tool or simply in order to use technology. 
 Teachers make ample use of internet and e-mail. This leads to the conclusion that an e-learning 

programme is an excellent way of training. 
 Teachers may have different training needs according to their country, however all teachers show 

positive attitudes towards further training on ICT and innovative approaches. 
 
 

All the above-mentioned statements should be taken into account into the development of a training 
programme on music technology, such as PRELUDE. In brief, an effective training programme should include 
applications of good practice and good teaching examples in order to assist teachers’ technological and 
pedagogical development. It is furthermore suggested that training material should assist teachers to enhance 
and build on the current musical learning requirements of the pupil.  
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SECTION A: ICT AND MUSIC EDUCATION  
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Music Technology (MT) or the more restricted concept of Computer Music (CM) is an interdisciplinary 
field situated at the crossroads of many disciplines, such as Musicology, Acoustics, Sound Processing, 
Psychoacoustics, Artificial Intelligence, and Human-Computer Interaction.  
 
In shaping some viewpoints upon this interdisciplinary field we could use various coexisting methodologies 
evolving from different research methods of science, technology and social sciences. There are quite a 
number of research areas that are the result of interdisciplinary work, just as there are many criteria for 
evaluating the research carried out in these fields. This type of research should conform to the following 
three criteria:  

• Consistency with multiple separate disciplinary antecedents (use of their knowledge);  
• Harmonizing knowledge into an entire whole;  
• Using results for research and methodology goals.  

  
At the international level there are around 1000 active researchers in MT. However, despite this large 
number of people, only a few research centres covering both artistic and scientific topics do exist. We could 
mention: IRCAM (Paris), CCRMA- Stanford (California), SARC-Queens University (Belfast), CIRMMT –
McGill University (Montreal), MTG-Pompeu Fabra University (Barcelona), etc..  
 
Most of the MT research groups belong to centres with a broader focus or with a focus different than MT. 
These research groups could be classified into two categories, depending on whether their output is mainly 
artistic or scientific/technological.  
 

The scientific/technological results of MT research are regularly presented in a variety of conferences, such 
as ICASSP, IEEE, AES, ACP, EUSIPCO, ASA, ICAD, ICMC, TEC, etc. Recently, a number of conferences 
have been created to deal with some specific MT issues and gather researchers with specific interests: DAFX 
(digital audio effects), ISMIR (music information retrieval), or NIME (music interfaces).  
 

As for journals, the scientific/engineering results of MT are published in a variety of journals, such as JASA, 
J-AES, IEEE, ACM, or more recently in INMR or in Organized Sound.  

Numerous researchers dealing with MT are members of one or several of the following professional 
associations: ICMA, AES, ASA, IEEE.  

It must be emphasized that MT is a research discipline characterized by the lack of a well-grounded, outlined 
application and, consequently, it is in no condition to secure stable funding sources. On the other side, the 
funding bodies do not show clear interest to support in a direct way the MT research.  
 

From a cultural viewpoint, the CM research is considered to be quite close to Contemporary Music culture, 
for most people it being synonymous with contemporary music. Presently, this opinion has changed and the 
aesthetic considerations have become independent from the CM research. In order to avoid the contemporary 
music connotation, there is the tendency to use MT instead of CM.  
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MT has always been an applied domain and consequently it is considered to be related to music industry. 
Nowadays, the concept of music industry is somewhat unclear due to the differences among industrial sectors 
producing music. The majority of these industries are situated next to the cultural, entertainment and leisure 
boundary, and therefore they are in a continuous change. As a consequence of these industrial changes we 
can now consider that the music industry is part of Information and Communication Technology sector (ICT).  
 

Terminology 
 
One immediate issue must concern the use of terminology. The disparate approaches adopted towards the 
numerous links between Music and Technology taken throughout Europe, and in a variety of European 
contexts, make it almost impossible to identify a common use of terminology. However one important 
contribution of the Prelude project throughout the process of dissemination in a pan European context could 
certainly be to provide and establish a conceptual framework and provide a foundation for the more precise 
use of IT terminology. In the UK, the use of the term ICT or Information, Communication Technology can be 
applied to any situation where data is controlled, communicated, manipulated or shared. As such, analogue 
and sound equipment can be equally included within the realm of music and ICT.  
 

Using technology in general and information and communication technologies (ICT) in particular in the 
world of music today is an inescapable fact. The use of technologies in music teaching and learning has been 
a field of research for many years and the highly interdisciplinary nature of the field is reflected in the 
diversity of approaches given to the applications of ICT in music. The present paper is intended as a review 
of these applications according to some of the main activities involving music, education and ICT.  
 

• Teaching with ICT  
 

• Learning with ICT  
 

• Music listening skills  
 

• Music composition  
 

• Music performance  
 

• Music analysis  
 

• Music improvisation with computers;  
 

• Computer-assisted assessment in music education.  
 
 
1.1.1 Teaching with ICT  
 
Overviews of the development of technology in the curriculum are provided by Cain (2004), Crow (2006), 
Hallam & Lamont (2004), Katz (2004) and Pitts (2000), with the impact of these changes being summarised 
by Folkestad (2005).  Folkestad argues that changes in technology are moving at a fast pace in the outside 
world and that education needs to embrace these changes. To a large degree, technology has already 
influenced and has the potential to change the very nature of the teaching process in a major way. As with 
any other subject, teaching music with computer facilities can improve the delivery and quality of the music 
curriculum as well as the pupil learning experience. For music teachers, the integrated use of technology can 
be both enjoyable and rewarding, opening up new musical experiences for them and enhancing their 
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teaching in general. (Folkestad, 1995; Cornu, 1995; Cox, 1993; Glover and Miller, 2001; Mumtaz, 2001).  A 
number of  studies describe other aspects of the teaching / learning process and the impact that ICT has had 
upon it, for example the use of interactive whiteboards, (Wiggins & Ruthmann, 2002) and teacher 
development during teacher training (Jager & Lokman, 2004). 
 
Some of the important benefits identified by teachers who use ICT in music education, are individualised 
instruction, improved and efficient assessment and increased pupil motivation. Pupils are motivated when 
they achieve goals that were once beyond their ability. The process of instruction and assessment should be 
designed to help pupils set and achieve realistic goals, which in turn generates intrinsic motivation. The 
more individualised teachers make the instruction and assessment, the more effective this process is, since 
pupils do not develop musically at the same rate, their musical experiences and needs are widely varied and 
they are not all interested in the same types of music.  Studies relating to attainment  generally suggest 
positive outcomes in terms of social learning, educational learning and the development of technology 
skills (Byrne & Macdonald, 2002; Cox & Abbot, 2004; Glover & Miller, 2001).  However, not all practice 
increases efficiency and leads to more engaging teaching and learning (BECTA, 2003).  A study of ICT in 
English secondary school music lessons also confirms this finding (DfES, 2006).  
 
Music teachers can, for example, use ICT to develop the pupils’ practical skills and musical understanding, 
by helping them use and investigate sounds and structure, refine and enhance performance and composition 
and extend their knowledge of different styles of music.  There is a body of literature on how ICT can be 
incorporated into music lessons, particularly at secondary school level (Ashworth, 2006; Bray, 2000; Brown, 
2007; Busen-Smith, 1999; Cornu, 1995; Green, 2001; Philpott, 2001;Philpott & Plumeridge, 2001; Reese, 
1998; Webster, 2002).  Most of this particular literature is a set of 'how to' instructions; however there is also 
a growing body of empirical research relating to the use of ICT in music lessons which is discussed 
throughout this report. 
   

Obviously, the teacher needs to be familiar with all the possibilities and opportunities that ICT holds as a 
compensatory and/or supporting tool and must be able to determine the pupils’ needs. In terms of ICT as 
music teaching tool, teachers must strive to achieve an appropriate blend of musical activities, concepts and 
technology with technological tools being used correctly and appropriately in order to enhance the music 
and not diminish it.  

There are many ways in which technology can help teachers meet their instructional goals. These include:  
 

• Programs designed to help students develop their musicianship or improve their knowledge of 
notation and skill in reading notation  

• Simultaneous appearance of sound and notation  
• Aids with improvisation skills  
• Programs which focus on teaching music notation or performing aural tests involving recognition and 

dictation of rhythm patterns, melody patterns, musical intervals, chord sequences and harmonic 
progressions;  

• Notation and sequencing programs which assist students in composing activities  
• CD-ROMs focusing on music history and listening activities  
• The pace of lessons can be uniform and appropriate. For example, musical excerpts can be located and 

/ or replayed quickly  
• Virtual instruments allow experimentation through changes in tempo, modality, voice and 

transpositions  
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Basic requirements for appropriate and effective music technology could include  
• multimedia computer (with a sound card and a CD-ROM drive).  
• Appropriate educational software including both open and closed programs. Open programs are 

applications where the user (teacher or student) can access and interact with the information, 
manipulate and personalize it. They include music editors, sequencers, sound editors and multimedia 
platforms. With the closed programs, on the other hand, the user cannot alter the information nor be 
involved in generating activities. These programs include tutorials, entertainment programs and 
multimedia applications.  

• MIDI keyboards or sound modules.  
 
All these ICT devices can and should be integrated and supported with other already established ways of 
teaching music, as embedding them in the music curriculum saves time and resources, by reducing teacher 
workload in terms of lesson preparation, planning and assessment. (Laurillard et al. 2000)  
 
1.1.2 Learning with ICT  
 
Most importantly, however, these new technologies can hold the key to improved musical learning. Placing 
the tools of technology into pupils’ hands can guide them to active music making. Research indicates that 
when students become active participants in learning they gain confidence, learn more effectively, and are 
drawn to further study (Crook, 1998). Music technology can help pupils learn to become more appreciative 
of music as an art; link their musical experiences outside the classroom to the learning which takes place 
inside the classroom and thus become active participants in the joy of music-making. Using music 
technology in the classroom offers alternative ways of learning to those children who may experience 
difficulty with more conventional approaches (Cox and Abbott, 2004).  
 
Using music technology effectively, can enable pupils to work more effectively at their own pace and 
according to their individual abilities as well as limiting any performance anxiety by focusing on learning 
and not on peer competition. Studies by Yu, (2001) carried out in Taiwan suggested that pupils who 
cooperated without competition demonstrated more positive attitudes towards the subject matter and 
developed more positive relationships between the learners. Although further studies carried out by Crook, 
(1998), Kumpalainen and Mutanenen, (1998) appear to suggest that effective collaboration between pupils 
working together is difficult to promote as pupils tend to focus significantly on organisational processes and 
not on learning collaboratively.  
 
Technology creates possibilities for performance that may not have existed otherwise. In a sense, a computer 
can become a musical instrument that pupils may use for creating or performing music. With the help of 
ICT, the pupils' learning process becomes more flexible and more active. They learn in a more informal and 
attractive way, while discovering and acquiring a knowledge of music and at the same time exercising their 
critical and aesthetic thinking.  
 
ICT can help pupils to:  

• Communicate, manipulate and exchange data with peers, communities and experts in a way that is 
inexpensive, instantaneous, interactive and global.  

• Have unlimited access to and interact with relevant information sources.  
• Engage in relevant tasks based on real situations and data.  
• Recognize patterns, relationships and behaviors.  
• Review and modify their work to improve the quality of presentation.  
• Evaluate their work.  
• Improve their own efficiency.  
• Be creative and take risks.  
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• Gain confidence and independence.  
• Make and explore sounds.  
• Record for a variety of purposes and outcomes.  
• Structure music.  
• Perform and compose music that may previously have required skills or resources (such as large 

ensembles) that would have otherwise been unavailable;  
• Understand musical processes.  

 
 
1.1.3 Music Listening Skills  
 
Listening and appraising music is an active and perceptual experience that can require sustained 
concentration. To develop listening comprehension and a taste for listening, a series of procedures can be 
carried out before or after the listening itself. Technology used in listening activities enables a new way of 
listening: there is an implicit interactive process, with the pupil participating in a process of informal 
discovery with an element of entertainment. While listening, pupils can visualize and follow along a score 
(which has been edited with a sequencer), or a musicgram. After listening to music prepared beforehand by 
the teacher on an editor or multimedia platform, pupils can work on analyzing the form, style, etc. of a work 
or fragment to improve conceptual understanding.  
 
Recent developments in software allow the user to link text, sound, graphics and video in what has come to 
be known as hypermedia presentations. Such tools offer significant advantages in presenting lessons in 
music listening and appraising. Programs such as Hyper-Studio or PowerPoint allow users to develop 
presentations that are synchronized to an audio CD. These presentations can include text, graphics (including 
notation), animation and videos. Additionally, interactive elements can be added to allow students to 
respond to the presentation.  
 
Through appropriate use of technology, pupils are able to undertake guided listening exercises by reading 
scores or researching textual information related to the work during the process of listening. Many closed 
applications include an entertainment section that both aids and reinforces the comprehension of the 
listening passage and allows it to be analysed.  
 
Music appraising skills which pupils can experience through the use of ICT could include:  
a) listening with concentration and internalising and recalling sounds with increasing aural memory;  
b) how the combined musical elements of pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture and silence can 
be organized and used expressively within simple structures;  
c) how sounds can be made in different ways (i.e. by vocalizing, clapping, by musical instruments, in the 
environment) and described using given and invented signs and symbols;  
d) how music is used for particular purposes (for example, for dance, as a lullaby) etc.  
 
In a world where children are immersed in the multi-media experience of television and CD-ROMs, teachers 
have often found it quite difficult to attract their short attention span to the single medium of music. Here 
comes technology into play, not only to target pupils’ short attention span, but also to enrich their listening 
experience by directing their attention towards certain particular elements of the music as they listen.  
 
 
1.1.4 Computers in Music Composition  
 
In the days before score-writing software, composition was very much a minority activity. Identifying 
sounds heard in the imagination and putting them on paper was a task demanding much skill and 
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perseverance. Unless student-composers wrote material that they or their classmates could play, there was 
little chance of ever hearing them performed. Nowadays, synthesized or sampled sounds and multi-track 
recording make it possible to hear music played on almost any combination of instruments and to create new 
ones.  
 
Two main areas have been identified in which technology should support composers:  
a) notation and recording and  
b) opportunities for exploration and experiment.  
 
 
With the help of computer technology, new horizons can be made available to students for the faster creation 
and assembling of pieces of music, without having studied composing. Any musical composition goes 
through a technological process at some point, whether it is when the piece of music is created, played or 
reproduced. Music education has to face the challenge of integrating in the new ways our society has of 
making and listening to music. T 
here are a number of studies which seek to describe musical processes (Folkestad, 1996; Folkestad, 
Hargreaves & Lindstrom, 1998; Nilsson & Folkestad, 2005; Savage & Challis, 2001 & 2002; Savage, 2003; 
Seddon & O'Neill, 2001; Stauffer, 2001).  Most of these are related to the compositional process from the 
viewpoint of the novice composer; however, Savage (2005) develops this work further by exploring the 
process from the view of an expert sound designer and describes how such processes can relate to pedagogy.  
 
There are many types of both instructive and attractive composition-related activities students can perform 
with the help of ICT, such as:  

• create original background sounds for classroom readings and dramatizations with the help of 
software programs designed specifically to that purpose;  

• compose original compositions using software designed for younger students;  
• change the timbres of one or more parts in a pre recorded MIDI sequence;  
• compose pieces demonstrating the ranges of traditional instruments using a notation program or MIDI 

sequencing software;  
• compose music using algorithmic composition software;  
• create compositional forms using a sequencer or notation program;  
• create, edit and store sounds using a MIDI instrument, a sound source, and editor/librarian software;  
• arrange a piece of music using the MIDI sequencer to change timbres;  
• experiment with different combinations of sounds using a MIDI sequencer to alter the elements and 

characteristics of the music (melody, harmony, rhythm, timbre and form can thus be isolated and 
changed, and elements such as ritards, accelerandos and crescendos can be created and controlled);  

• record a MIDI sequence and synchronize it with a movie soundtrack, film, or video, etc.  
 
In using computer to create music, John Dewey's axiom that the most powerful learning is to "learn by 
doing," is reinforced here as students can learn to compose music and score for various settings as well as 
learn to synthesize and sequence sounds for their own use.  
 
 
1.1.5 Teaching of Music Performance Skills  
 
Learning to perform music is much more than just playing the right notes. After acquiring this basic skill, in 
many subsequent years of intensive teaching and practice the complex skill of musical expression and style 
is developed. Correct interpretation of music of a certain genre is learned usually by imitation of master 
musicians and by reinforcement (i.e., following a teachers critics) without explicit instruction about the 
physical parameters of the sound. Today, with the advances in computer technology, it is feasible to provide 
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detailed real-time feedback about these physical parameters such as duration, pitch level or timing 
deviations.  
 
Although the computer cannot replace the human expressivity and emotion of a living performance, it does 
contribute to musical practice by improving control over the beat and tempo individually and collectively. 
Apart from the fact that it never makes mistakes, the computer can play the part of conductor (setting the 
tempo), or simulate the instruments in an orchestra.  
 
The first thing that probably comes to mind when mention is made of computers in terms of performance is 
automated accompaniment. The computer can act as if it were another instrument, or as if it were the 
conductor of the group, since many editors allow a metronome to be incorporated in the background.  
 
A beginner seldom has the opportunity to perform with real musicians. Using computerized 
accompaniments, tempi can be slowed down, or speeded up, at will. If the performer is playing a tune in a 
simpler transposition, the accompaniment can be suitably adjusted. Parts for which real-time performers are 
available can be muted. These facilities are particularly helpful for students with special needs but they have 
the potential to enrich the experience of all. They allow a player of modest accomplishments to get some 
idea of what it is like to play in a symphony orchestra, jazz band, string quartet, etc.  
 
Recording the students’ performances is another effective means for providing instruction and assessment. 
Recording individuals, small groups and ensembles can be a motivating learning experience for students. 
Having students listen to both professional and student recordings can provide valuable teaching 
opportunities. Encouraging students to compare their own current performance to a previous performance 
can help to identify improvements and is a motivational way of helping students to set goals for practicing.  
 
There are two popular methods for easily creating digital recordings of student performances: portable 
digital recorders, providing a convenient and easy way to create recordings and computer based recording, 
offering power and flexibility.  
 
But providing accompaniments and enabling recorded performance are just two of many ways in which ICT 
can facilitate and enhance performance. Others include:  
 

• replicating some of the experiences met with in ensemble playing, for students who would not, 
otherwise, have access to this important area of musical activity;  

• widening performance experience by facilitating involvement in unfamiliar styles of playing and new 
'sound-worlds'. For example, it is now possible to find good quality synthesized versions of many 
ethnic instruments. Digital instruments facilitate exploration of more unusual tuning systems;  

• making alternative instruments available to those who cannot play conventional instruments, for 
whatever reason, enabling performers to play, musically, with a minimum of physical effort;  

• facilitating the production of customized scores for use by those who cannot, for whatever reason, 
read from those generally available;  

• manipulating sounds with microphones and effects units to add a new dimension to the performance;  
• Using the keyboard of the computer or a MIDI controller (saxophone, keyboard, etc.) to interpret 

scores (real time recording) and then visualize and listen to the interpretation and analyse the 
mistakes;  

• Preparing the different voices of a score to make the computers act like musical instruments. They can 
carry out the orders of the teacher or a student to simulate the interpretation of an orchestral work, 
etc.  
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The use of ICT gives student musicians more creative control over their music. And although by using 
technology they will most probably not be able to recreate the distinct techniques and musical interpretations 
of great performers, technology will help them produce new musical effects and enhance their musical 
capabilities and possibilities.  
 
 
1.1.6 Music Improvisation with Computers  
 
Whether it is through improvising, interpreting a solo, or formally composing, music teachers involve 
students in creating music. Developing creativity is one of the main advantages of music education.  
 
An important aspect of creativity is improvisation and interpretation. Both typically take place within a 
stylistic context and framework. Students may be directed to improvise over a twelve bar blues in jazz, or to 
use a pentatonic scale on Orff instruments.  
 
Technology can be used very effectively as a backing for class improvising. It now enables users to change 
keys and tempos and even create instant accompaniments for music for any chord sequence in any style. 
Having the advantage of switching key, tempo or style on the fly makes this technology more versatile than 
a pre-recorded accompaniment. Although auto-accompaniment programs can save time by only requiring 
the chords and a melody, users can also record each instrumental track themselves into a Standard MIDI 
File. There are also many SMF’s on the Internet designed for this purpose.  
 
Computer programs can help provide a sense of tonality/modality and a rhythmic foundation. In addition to 
providing motivation for students, they can also help build the authenticity of the students’ performance 
situation if they are lacking the required resources or student ability.  
 
Music improvisation is an experience and a path for personal development, a joyful and healthy form of 
communication that is available to all of us. Honestly expressed emotions are at the origin of every 
meaningful musical improvisation.  
 
 
1.1.7 Computer-Assisted Assessment in Music Education  
 
The primary function of assessment in music teaching is to provide feedback to students about the quality of 
their growing musicianship. Learners need constructive feedback about why, when and how they are 
meeting musical challenges (or not) in relation to musical standards and traditions.  
 
Experiences like being able to perform melodies, add backing chords and bass parts separately, to hear these 
performed together, to assess the outcome and decide how best to improve the performance by judicious 
editing and to produce a final recorded result, is a unique learning opportunity for musical children.  
 
Technological resources in the classroom foster independent learning in an informal and entertaining way. 
The students question more what they are doing in class and the immediate answers given by the tools 
encourage self-correcting on their part, which leads to experimentation and the discovery of knowledge. The 
final results of music education are more satisfactory and lasting than when more traditional resources are 
used, because the learning is more individualized and autonomous and the students can practice and advance 
at their own pace, detect and correct mistakes faster and develop a more critical attitude towards their own 
work.  
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In music education, the learning of conceptual subject matter (theory, terminology, vocabulary, etc.) at the 
perceptive and receptive levels can be assessed by means of conventional tests (oral and written) and 
objective tests (of memory, recognition and reasoning).  
 
However, a large part of music learning can only be assessed by means of expression. This means the need 
to evaluate execution, interpretation and creation as skills, even though these things are quite difficult to 
quantify.  
 
Two types of tools can be used for assessment purposes: individual reports, to find out what the students 
know (KPSI concept and/or skills form), and objective testing, to know the degree of music and computer 
knowledge the students have. Nor should we overlook the use of live interpretation by voice or musical 
instrument.  
 
In addition to objective testing, teachers can use observation checklists on study habits, attitudes, interests 
and aptitude regarding music and computer use. Obviously an individual and collective assessment of the 
student's own musical productions and elaborations can be made, both on paper and on the computer files 
that the students are putting on disk. The results of the tests and assessment let the teacher keep track of and 
regulate the students' progress in the learning process.  
 
Finally, there is the method of the students' self-assessment of their musical productions, whether these are 
set or open assignments. For this assessment the students themselves, with the teacher's help if necessary, 
can listen to and analyse the activities they have done. In this way, both teacher and student can know and 
evaluate the students' development in the learning process.  
 
Likewise, the participant-student can assess the teaching-learning activities carried out, not only going into 
the conceptual subject matter but also assessing the procedures used and the attitudes and behaviour evoked.  
 
 
 
1.2. The Structural differences in systems of Music Education: A short comparative 
study.  

 
 

The aims of the Prelude project are broad, challenging and pioneering. The range and variety of countries is 
varied and has offered the exciting opportunity to begin to identify the extent of both our commonalities and 
differences. The consortium consists of countries which are not only geographically distant but varied in 
terms of tradition, development and cultural identity. Similarly, the consortium has the substantial benefit of 
both new and long standing members of the European Union. Long standing member countries such as 
Sweden and UK are able to offer historical perspectives and histories behind current initiatives and provide 
exemplars of reasonably established practice. Similarly, new member countries such as Estonia and 
Romania are able to offer new perspectives and the opportunity for the re-evaluation of currently accepted 
practices.  
 
Each member country comes to the new enlarged European experience with an individual history, set of 
traditions, culture and expectations and it is a relatively simple task to discover the broad variation which 
exists. However, there are also many commonalities, in terms of beliefs, values and wishes which exist :-  

• The belief in music as an education  
• The belief in the right of individuals to good music education  
• The acknowledgement of the role of music in the everyday life of all humans  
• The acknowledgement of the role of music in the enhancing daily life  
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• The acknowledgement of the role of music in creating a knowledge based society and the contribution 
of the arts to the generation of wealth  

• The ability of music to unify and motivate  
• The recognition of the spiritual dimension in the lives of all citizens  

 
Thee is also a recognition of the mutual problems faced by all member countries in terms of music education 
namely:  
 

• The need to motivate pupils to move beyond popular musical styles  
• The need to encourage all individuals to achieve their own unique musical potential  
• The need to address the role of musical earning in both informal and formal settings  
• The need to maintain the individual needs and the wealth of varied traditions, musics and cultures of 

individual countries within a pan European context.  
 
In order to begin to achieve these varied and exciting aims, some agreement is required on the use of our 
individual terminologies and a greater degree of understanding must exist between our individual education 
systems. The Prelude project will develop and evaluate training materials in 5 different countries and there is 
therefore an immediate need for the development of an appropriate conceptual framework which will enable 
accurate comparisons to be made.  
The current state of the music education system differs considerably among the countries of the consortium. 
The analysis of the five educational systems made possible the formulation of several conclusions. Thus, we 
point out that music education has been achieved on two levels: as part of the general education system, 
within regular schools, and as a branch of the music education applied to all instructional stages, from the 
pre-school to the higher education system.  
 
As a general characteristic feature regarding pre-school education, it is obvious that this instruction stage is 
not compulsory. Starting with 2008, only in Estonia the last kindergarten year will be compulsory. In 
Catalonia, this instruction form is divided into two groups („Pre-K” and „Kindergarten”), including children 
aged 0 to 6 years old. The number of classes per week varies from country to country, e.g. in Catalonia it is 
not mentioned, in Romania one hour per week is provided and in Estonia the number of weekly classes is 
established at two. In Estonia, Romania and Sweden the contents of music education are comprised in a 
national curriculum, whereas in Greece it is part of the aesthetic education. In general, music is taught by 
schoolteachers, not by music teachers. The objectives of this educational level are closely correlated: 
rhythmic and melodic education, general knowledge on the art of music, singing, musical modes of 
expression. In Sweden the existence of some music schools is reported which encourage the Suzuki method 
of performing on violin. Both state and private educational systems are coexisting in all the countries.  
 
Primary education comprises children belonging to the 6-12 age group, as follows: 6-12 age range in 
Catalonia and Greece, 7-10 age range in Estonia, 6-10 age range in Romania and 7-11 age range in Sweden. 
The duration of this educational stage varies from three years in Estonia, (three years as a first stage of 
compulsory education), to four years in Romania and Sweden, and six years in Catalonia (three compulsory 
stages of two years each) and in Greece. The greatest number of classes allocated to music education is in 
Estonia (two hours per week), whilst in Sweden, music is not considered to be a significant part of education 
and therefore the requirements differ from one school to another. In Estonia and in Romania there are music 
schools (public schools including afternoon music schools, music schools, respectively). In Greece music is 
a compulsory subject taught by specialist music teachers (graduated from a music school) one hour per week 
as part of the aesthetic education (singing, musical meanings, recorder playing, occasional activities). In 
Romania, vocational education classified as primary, lower secondary and upper secondary education 
systems is organized both in institutions with an exclusively musical profile, (for the primary and lower 
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secondary known as “music schools”), and in an integrated form, unique within the European system 
(general education and music grounding for the three educational levels, i.e. the “music schools”).  
In Sweden, in the so-called „municipal’s music school” (comprising pupils aged 4 to 18 years old) are taught 
musical instruments, jazz, pop and rock music.  

 

Lower secondary education constitutes an area of interest specific to this research study because of the 
presence of music schools in almost all the countries, excepting Catalonia; for instance, there are „state 
music gymnasiums” in Greece, „afternoon music schools” in Estonia, “music schools” in Romania, and 
“schools with special music classes” in Sweden; it must be emphasized that private music schools exist only 
in Sweden.  
In Estonia, lower secondary education lasts six years (“second and third stages of compulsory education”). 
In general schools 1-2 hours of music are allocated weekly, one of the targeted competences being music 
performed on instruments.  
 
Within the framework of upper secondary education, music is part of the curriculum aiming at forming 
singing skills, as well as at giving knowledge on music history, except for Sweden where music is not a 
curricular subject. In Catalonia, Estonia and Romania the graduates are awarded a graduation diploma, while 
in Sweden the degree awarded is “preparatory for university studies”.  
Upper secondary music education is similar in the compared systems: “State Music Lyceum” (Greece), 
“Music colleges” and “Music high schools” - state (Estonia), “School of Music” - state (Romania), 
“Preparatory and vocational schools” - state/private (Sweden). The targeted skills are in general vocal and 
instrumental performance as well as the history and theory of music.  
 
Higher education is characterized by a similar organizational structure: Conservatoires (in Catalonia – state 
education; in Greece – private system), universities (in Greece – state universities; in Romania - music 
universities or faculties within the framework of a university), music academies (in Romania and in 
Sweden). In Estonia, Romania and Sweden three university levels exist: bachelor, master and doctorate. In 
Estonia we mention also: “Teachers training Seminar/College”, “Departments of preschool and primary 
education” and „Department for social and youth work”, in Catalonia “Professional Music Education 
Establishments” and in Greece: “Department for Musical Studies - AEI”, “Department of Music and 
Sciences”, “Department of Early Childhood Education”, “Department of Primary Education” and 
“Department of Music Technology - TEI”.  
It is noteworthy that in Greece there is a difference and a duality between conservatoires (only in the private 
systems) and the music departments of the state universities.  
 
In conclusion, we point out the need for further and thorough studies concerning the compared systems of 
the lower and upper secondary education, as well as of the higher education one.  
 
Appendix 1 provides a synthesis of the information gathered on the state of the music education system in 
each country of the consortium.  
 
 
1.3. Short survey on the use of ICT in education 
Introduction of ICT in School (PCs, Laptops, multimedia, Internet)  
 
The introduction of ICT in school curriculum was accomplished in three phases, which can work 
complementary  

1. ICT as an autonomous learning object (technocratic, vertical approach)  
2. ICT integrated in the curriculum (holistic, horizontal approach)  
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3. Combination of the aforementioned approaches (pragmatic, mixed approach)  
 

1. ICT is introduced in curriculum only as an independent subject called Technology and was 
implemented in pilot schools (technocratic approach)  

o At the beginning of this innovation there was a lack in specialized personnel and infrastructure  
o Crash course seminars and teachers` training programs have been organized in this direction  

 
2. ICT is integrated in the whole curriculum, within the framework of an holistic, interdisciplinary 

approach  
• People that support this approach believe that the interdisciplinary use of technology is crucial for the 

participation of students to learning procedure  
• This approach presupposes teachers` training and infrastructure  

 
c. Combination of the aforementioned approaches  

• Within the framework of this approach students are gradually familiarized with ICT (basic 
knowledge) and at the same time ICT is integrated in all curriculum as learning medium  

 

 
 
 
History of ICT in education  
 

• Late 1970’s - early 1980’s: programming, drill and practice; programs mainly developed students` 
logic and skills for language and math learning  

• (2) Late 1980’s - early 1990’s: computer based training (CBT) with multimedia; the era of CD-ROMS 
and multimedia computers  

• (3) Early 1990’s: Internet-based training (IBT); text, pictures, animations, video and audio  
• (4) Late 1990’s - early 2000: e-Learning; delivery of a learning, training or education program by 

electronic means  
• (5) Late 2000: Social software + free and open content: communication through computer- mediated 

communication, formation of on-line communities. i.e instant messaging, Internet forum, Wikis, 
Blogs  

 
The teaching/learning traditional methods had the teacher as central element; he conveyed information, 
bibliography sources, whilst the pupils/students were receivers and data base storekeepers with no feed-
back. Sometimes this inter-relationship approached teaching-reading and comment method.  
 
The new IT technologies, however, have changed this way of dealing, with regard to both teachers and 
pupils. The teaching staff should get acquainted with the use of the computer and video projector during the 
teaching process and should rise the pupils’ interest in gaining technological skills, not separately, but as an 
exercise linked to the respective subject. This approach is suitable to all disciplines and domains, from 
theoretical to vocational education.  
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The integration of IT technologies in education leads to major changes in the class of pupils/students: they 
become the essential element of the teaching/learning process, participate actively in this process, turn into 
self-taught people, with the aim of achieving their full education from a cognitive, social, physical and 
emotional viewpoint. The teacher plays the role of a mediator between the IT system and the pupil, without 
fear for diminishing his/her significance within the framework of educational process. Thus, the classes 
become more attractive for children, the teaching method is more flexible, and the teacher’s adaptability to 
the pupils’ requirements is far better. (For instance, there is the possibility to alternate the teaching pace 
from an alert to a slow one, to convey a bigger or a smaller bulk of information, or to transmit a more 
complex or more accessible one.  
 
The access to INTERNET and Intranet facilitates the cooperation and collaboration abilities, teamwork 
(instant messaging, forum, blogs etc.), even if the partners are in a remote place.  
ICT was introduced in the educational institutions in three stages: firstly as a well-defined study subject (put 
into effect in pilot-schools), subsequently it was integrated into national curricula, leading in the end to the 
pupils’ familiarization with ICT (theoretical knowledge), and to ICT use as a teaching-learning tool.  
 
Obviously, ICT has become a national priority in all the partners’ countries, as well as an institutional 
(individual) one.  
  
For instance, starting with 1996, when the President of Estonia launched the Tiger Leap Program, ICT 
became a prior factor for primary and secondary education. This program had in view to equip all the 
schools with computers, INTERNET and software. During the first stage of the program (1996-2000) over 
60% of the teachers took computer courses; the 2001/2005 strategy reconfirmed the priority of the teachers’ 
training courses, and the 2006-2009 planning refers to ICT development within the general education 
system.  
 
The objective consists in improving the quality and efficiency of the teaching/learning process, in eLearning 
system implementation in the national curricula, as well as in a sustainable development of ICT 
infrastructure. Consequently, the Estonian education system will be integrated into the best performing 
global education system, contributing to the evolvement of a society based on knowledge.  
 
In Greece, ICT was gradually incorporated within the education system leading to major changes of the 
teaching methods.  
 
Only a few primary schools benefited from ICT support thanks to being involved in pilot or research 
projects (Tilemachos, Logomathia). In lower secondary education ICT is part of curricula, but the ministerial 
authorities are confronted with great difficulties (insufficient number of teaching hours, worn infrastructure, 
lack of teaching material or of a specialized teaching staff.). Starting with the 1998/1999 school year, the 
upper secondary education curriculum has provided two ICT teaching hours with upgraded teaching 
materials.  
 
Unfortunately, although a second ICT implementation stage was provided on specific subjects (mathematics, 
music, etc.) and on education levels, it has never been put into practice.  
  
In Romania, ICT was implemented in schools for the first time in 1990, within the framework of a pilot 
project supported by UNESCO providing six data processing laboratories with the necessary equipment and 
organizing two conferences for information dissemination. Until 2000, several private multinational 
companies or ONGs assisted this project by financial funds for computers purchasing and for some 
educational institution equipment. These financial activities have been integrated into social campaigns 
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related to community life and to a lesser extent ( even at all) as a response to the governmental strategy of 
ITC implementation to the Romanian education system.  
 
In 1998, improving education through the use of ICT was declared a major objective by the Ministry of 
Education & Research, implying the introduction of IT equipment in schools and the establishment of a 
computerized system for education management purposes.  
 
The first program – CES– Computerized Education System run over the 2001-2004 period aimed at 
introducing in each school laboratories, implementation and teaching/learning software. This program was 
supported by Education Assistance for High Schools- EAHS-, which is a platform offering support in four 
directions: teaching, evaluation, management and monitoring.  
 
In Spain there is an institution which depends from the Ministry of Education it is the  
CNICE (National Centre of educational information and communication)  
Spain and the Ministry of Education started developing the use of ICT in Education in 1985 by means of two 
programmes: Atenea and Mercurio. Each autonomous community in Spain developed a similar strategy in 
their schools.  
 
Following is a presentation of the strategies, objectives, principles and vision that have been developed by 
the countries of the consortium in their approach to the use of ICT in music education.  
 

ESTONIA 
ICT has been a high priority in the field of primary and secondary education. In1996, the president of 
Estonia announced an ambitious Tiger Leap program, which was aiming to equip all schools with 
computers, Internet connections and software. During the Tiger Leap program (1996-2000), more than 60% 
of all teachers passed locally arranged (and centrally financed) courses on basic computer literacy skills. The 
follow-up national strategy for ICT in Estonian schools 2001-2005 (called Tiger Leap Plus) continued this 
movement, and teacher training was coming as one of the key priorities.  

Strategy 2006-2009 Learning Tiger E-learning development plan for Estonian general education schools 
2006–2009  

The current development plan provides guidelines for e-learning development activities in 2006–2009. The 
target groups of this development plan are students who are given education at the level of general and 
vocational secondary education, teachers and school leaders, teacher training establishments, curriculum 
developers, creators of educational materials, school headmasters and educational institutions. The objective 
of the current development plan is to increase learning quality and effectiveness via ICT utilization, making 
e-learning part of the everyday curriculum and establishing preconditions in the following five priority fields 
of development:  

•         production of e-learning content and the offering of services; 
•         achievement of competencies and skills required for e-learning; 
•         e-learning management; 
•         provision of a sustainable development of ICT infrastructure; 
•         implementation of surveys and analyses to explore learner needs and utilization of results. 
  
Background 
The current development plan is based on earlier development activities of the Tiger Leap Program (1997–
2000) and the Tiger Leap Plus development plan (2001–2005) and surveys with the following main results:  
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•       school ICT infrastructure has improved: in schools there are about 20 students per computer, 7 teachers 
per teachers’ computer and every school leader has a computer; 99% of schools have an online Internet 
connection, 98% of all school computers are connected to the Internet;  

•       students use ICT tools in their daily work (to find information on the Internet - about 70% of the 
students, to write term papers - about 55% of the students, to make presentations - about 30% of the  
students);  

•       75% of Estonian teachers have taken the 40-hour ICT retraining course „Computer at School“,;  

•       in primary schools, the computer has been used in the subject classroom at least once during the school 
year – in biology and natural sciences the computer was used by 47% of the students, in Estonian language 
and geography by 35% of the students, in foreign languages by 30% of the students and in mathematics by 
25% of the students; in gymnasiums – in foreign languages the computer was used by 35% of the students, 
in physics and geography by 30% of the students, in biology and chemistry by 25% of the students;  

•       approximately 50% of all the teachers use the education field portals Koolielu and Miksike to find and 
download educational materials;  

 
  
Objectives 
The main direction of the current development plan is to establish the necessary preconditions and 
conditions for a learning society in Estonian general education schools. The specific objectives of e-learning 
development in Estonian schools for 2006–2009 are the following:  

•       to develop web-based learning management systems in the Estonian language and make them available 
to all schools together with other digital educational materials from the learning objects repository and 
exchange platforms ;  

•       to develop and make available innovative e-learning services: e-portfolio, educational games, web-
based partner school learning projects and competitions to all schools at the same time;  

•       to provide necessary competencies for e-learning for all students and teachers;  

•       to create virtual practice communities which support the professional development of the educational 
staff and provide utilization options;  

•       to make e-learning a natural part of the everyday school organization of studies, study programs and 
teacher in-service training, and a basis for the necessary ICT infrastructure level criteria;  

•      to  find and introduce collaboration and support models necessary for the sustainable development of 
the school ICT infrastructure.  
  
Principles 
The current development plan includes the following principles:  

•       activity and support models successful in the Estonian context will be retained – infrastructure tenders, 
teacher in-service training and innovative development projects;  
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•       instead of a common model for compulsory utilization, procedure will be based on the needs of schools 
and learners; development of e-learning is seen as a part of development and changes management at the 
level of the whole school;  

•       e-learning will be made an integral part of teacher training and national curriculum development;  

•       considering the insufficiency of resources, it would be wise to consolidate e- learning services, but at 
the same time it is necessary to avoid monopolization of the whole e-learning area, to retain opportunities for 
newcomers;  

•       among the tools from the public sector, open source based software and contents for e-learning is 
preferred and supported, and at the same time it is important to retain development opportunities for 
commercially based services;  

•       in addition to stereotyped surveys in e-learning development work, it is important to establish 
operational surveys and systematic collaboration with scientific research centres from Estonia and abroad;  

•       it is important to increase international collaboration in order to involve additional competency and 
material resources.  

 
Vision 
In 2009, Estonia will be integrated with Europe and the global education system. Our educational system 
will guarantee the most flexible opportunities for development according to the skills and needs of all 
learners. In addition to traditional learning methods, modern motivating learning methods will be highly 
valued, project-based learning in the context of virtual learning communities and communication and 
learning skills development with the help of ICT will be among them. E-learning will have become part of 
the school study organization thanks to the number and quality of available and useful ICT tools. Skills and 
knowledge acquired at school will have molded the skills of learner self-expression, collaboration and 
communication and creativity in a way that the learner can and wants to take an active part in the social 
world and is open to continuous studies in order to adjust to the changes. The development, observation and 
quality of the educational process are guaranteed by the education system.  

 
  GREECE  
In Greece, ICT is gradually incorporated in educational procedure, bringing major changes in the way of 
teaching. Pedagogical Institute has proposed and implemented a series of projects that aim to exploit ICT 
facilities in all levels of education.  

 
ICT in primary education  
By now only a small number of schools (basically multigrade schools) have participated in pilot or research 
projects5, such 
  
as network Tilemachos or Logomathia that use ICT in the classroom. Also in a small number of schools, 
after the initiative of  
local authorities or of parent association, computers have been purchased in order young learners to get 
acquainted with new technologies.  
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ICT in secondary education  
 
Since 1993-1994 ICT is a subject taught in the curriculum one hour per week. However, there are many 
problems as the insufficient number of teaching hours, the lack of modern infrastructure and the lack of 
teaching material. Moreover, the teachers who teach the ICT lesson in secondary education are not always 
well trained (the lesson is often taught by other specialists, such as mathematicians, physicians, et al). The 
Ministry of Education tried to resolve the problem of inadequate training of secondary teachers by 
organizing short-term training courses. However, a large number of teachers is still remained untrained.  
 
ICT in upper secondary education  
Since 1998-1999 ICT is taught two hours per week in each grade. Pedagogical Institute has also developed 
teaching material and contemporary curriculum for the lesson of ICT.  
 
In 2003-2004 Pedagogical Institute also initiated a program for training teachers in ICT that is divided in 
two main thematic areas: a) issues of methodology and pedagogy in relation to ICT, b) knowledge and skills 
in the efficient use of ICT. The program is addressed to all teachers both primary and secondary ones. A 
significant number of teachers took part in this training program as at the end of the program an award was 
given to them for buying their own computer. However, even though it was proposed that a second phase 
would follow, addressed to specific subjects (i.e. music, mathematics, et al) and level of education, this 
phase was never implemented.  
 
 
 
ROMANIA  
 
Within the framework of the Ministry of Education & Research (MER) operates the so-called TEHNE 
department which promotes and monitors the ITC added value in Romanian formal and informal education 
by means of various instruments - from the field research to advanced web equipment.  

 
Another main objective consists in revealing the impact generated by ITC use upon the educational process 
with regard to its performers ( pupils, teaching staff, managers), as well as to the resources involved in this 
process; special emphasis has been placed on the intervening paradigmatic changes within the teaching-
learning scheme.  

 
In addition, within the TEHNE framework other MER sites exist: www.1educat.ro and www.eLiT-
Education.ro , having the following purposes :  
 

• to promote and operate the best ITC equipment for the Romanian education system;  
• to train the teachers in the field of computer-aided instruction;  
• to offer an alternative learning media with a component significantly designed, using the latest 

technologies;  
• to use efficiently the latest technologies (ICT) in the curriculum;  
• to monitor the impact of the latest technologies on the teaching staff modernization and on the 

traditional methods approach.  
 

TEHNE has been an active partner in eLiT network, its area of concern including “the ICT impact upon 
education”. With this view, the TEHNE strategy has been to attract to various activities many people 
interested in the current situation, as well as in the evolutionary perspectives in this domain: upper secondary 
education teachers and academic staff, experts in education or in related areas, education strategy makers, 
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educational soft makers and providers, other concerned people, e.g., non-governmental bodies, opinion 
leaders, etc..  
  
The Cisco Systems Company, which is the international leader in the realm of computer network 
interconnection via its agency in Romania, has concluded a partnership with the Ministry of Education and 
Research in terms of adhering to "CISCO Networking Academy" program. More than 50 countries gave 
support to this program.   

 
The Cisco Networking Academy program is operating in Romania on the basis of a Strategic Collaborative 
Protocol concluded between the Ministry of Education and Research in Romania and Cisco Systems. This 
program is meant to update and complete the knowledge of people interested in computing network domain.   
 
The benefits of the partnership are as follows:  
 

• students are given a proper instruction ensuring job opportunities in data communication area;  
• the trading companies benefit from highly trained and IT license holders specialists;  

  
Cisco Systems, an international leader in Information and Communications Technology - ICT has elaborated 
a program which is considered to be unequalled due to its content and structure.   

 
This program consists in a theoretical course and a practical one. The theoretical section is in English and 
can be accessed on-line. The practical part is developed with Cisco Academy laboratory belonging to the 
ICT Promotion Foundation, which is provided with computers, software, simulators and with the necessary 
Cisco Systems equipment. Over the course period, students are taught the entire topics related to data 
network and data communication, starting with the computer structure and LAN networks, up to the WAN 
networks operating system.   

 
The program is intended for pupils, students, operating personnel, designers, installers and maintenance 
employees involved in computer network and modern data communication systems.  
 
The Education Partners Program, developed together with the Ministry of Education & Research  

 
 
 
OBJECTIVES:  
 

• to take stimulating measures in schools concerning the introduction/improvement of ITC operating 
level among teachers and pupils;  

 
• to arouse the teachers’ creativity within the subjects’ preparing and teaching process;  

 
• to prompt the teachers to apply teaching means and resources specific to the twenty-first century;  

 
• to encourage the formation of an “E-ducational” community” which will use the virtual 

communication within the framework of exchange of experience and of professional development;  
 

• to collaborate with educational institutions in training the graduates in the use of digital technologies 
for their careers and at working places.  

 
PROJECT INVESTMENTS  
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Microsoft Romania is investing in the Education Partnership Project, together with other partners aiming at 
the development of secondary education through IT. Within the last six months, the interest shown in this 
program has expanded from enthusiastic and innovative teachers, to system entities, like school 
inspectorates, teachers’ associations, Teaching Staff Center and also to parents. The main investing partner 
is the Ministry of Education & Research, but the projects are promoted and managed directly by 
beneficiaries. In the first half of this year, there were prominent IT promoters in Braşov, Dâmboviţa, Dolj, 
Galaţi, Iaşi, Sibiu, Suceava, Timiş and Vrancea counties. Microsoft Romania has been supporting the 
secondary education initiatives by completing the budgets for the organization of some events, together with 
other educational partners. Besides, it organizes training sessions for own technologies utilization.  
 
 
SPAIN  
 
In Spain there is an institution which depends from the Ministry of Education it is the  
CNICE (National Centre of educational information and communication)  
 
Spain and the Ministry of Education started developing the use of ICT in Education in 1985 by means of two 
programmes: Atenea and Mercurio. Each autonomous community in Spain developed a similar strategy in 
their schools.  
 
These two programmes tried to answer the following questions:  
 

• What are the benefits of using ICT in Education?  
• How can we use ICT in the classroom?  
• What’s the best way of introducing ICT in the classroom?  
• Which is the best methodology to be used when using ICT in the classroom?  
• How does the use of ICT affect the school organization and resource management?  

 
 
ATENEA PROGRAMME  
 
The Atenea programme was an experimental programme from 1985 to 1991, from there onwards it has been 
extended to all the country.  
 
The main objective of this programme is to introduce hardware and software in educational centres and also 
to integrate the use of ICT in the national curriculum. This objective involved:  

• Buying software and hardware and installing it in educational centres  
• Teacher training in ICT  
• Changes in the school organisation  

 
The specific objectives of this programme are as follows:  

• Introduce the use of ICT in the curriculum  
• Develop ICT applications that can be used in the different subjects  
• Use ICT in order to rise the quality of education  
• To promote the use of the computer among students, not only as an individual tool, but also a group 

tool and also a tool to develop creativity, self-esteem and critical thinking.  
• To develop the possibilities that ICT offer to the learning and teaching process.  

 
The programme had the following objectives as far as the teacher’s role:  
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• Make sure that teachers are computer literate  
• Use software to the software  
• Adapt different types of software to their subject  
• Design, develop and assess an unit of inquiry in which ICT is used.  

 
In order to make the best of this Project other tools are bought: computer laboratories, interactive video, 
language laboratories.  
 
MERCURIO PROGRAMME  
It is a programme focused on audiovisual material and specially on video, not only as a to learn contents, but 
also as a way to develop creativity and expression. This programme aims to teacher training in order to use 
audio-visual material in their classroom.  
 
Programme objectives:  

• Delimit the ways to introduce the use of the video in the different subjects.  
• Develop in teachers and students the capacity to produce audiovisual materials in order to develop 

communication and expression skills.  
• Reflection on the contents of the subjects in order to incorporate audiovisual material.  
• Get to know the possibilities and the characteristics of the different types of videos that can be used 

according to age and level.  
• Experience the new ways of learning the video can promote.  
• Create videos with the students  
• The use of the video as a mean for mass communication.  

In 1995 1800 schools were taking part in the Atenea programme and 1300 in the Mercurio programme.  
 
Internet en el aula (Internet in the classroom programme)  
General objectives:  
 

• Global action plan to develop ICT in Education in order to do that the Ministry of Education has 
signed an agreement with RED.es, a department which promotes ICT among society.  

• Provide classrooms with the adequate infrastructure(50.000 computers)  
• Technical support  
• Methodological support in how to use Internet in the classroom  
• Pioneering initiative in order to make sure all children have internet at home  

 
The main objectives of the CNICE:  

• Develop an educational and cultural web portal of the Ministry of Education  
• Develop distance learning education using ICT  
• Creation of online material for the different subject  
• Integration of ICT in all autonomous community in Spain  
• Development of educational TV  
• Teacher training on ICT  
• To promote the integration of ICT in Education  

 
ENGLAND 
In England, music is a compulsory subject within the National Curriculum, and therefore an entitlement for 
all state-educated pupils up to the age of 14.  It is a requirment at all stages that ICT is an integral part of the 
curriculum in each subject , in order to improve learning through technology.   
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1.4. Conclusions  
 
 
Computers in music teaching can offer a wide scale of tools which lead to the change of the teaching process 
from one closed and rigid, oriented on teacher, to an inciting and interactive educational process centered on 
learners.  
 
However, according to the conclusions derived from Becta’s (2001) research in the key area of e-maturity, 
which conclusions are also valid for the countries involved in the project, despite the manifold advantages of 
using ICT to support music education, many music teachers are still reluctant to the extensive use of ICT in 
their teaching, for a number of reasons:  
 

• insufficient funds for equipment and technical support;  
• lack of technical support and therefore having to deal with the technical maintenance of their ICT 

facilities themselves;  
• having to waste precious class time in correcting program bugs and defective MIDI links;  
• inadequate training or lack of confidence in their own ICT capabilities;  
• fear that their students know more than they do;  
• lack of awareness of the potential benefits of using ICT;  
• concerns that technology-based music may take over from more traditional  

approaches;  
• the pressures of having to deliver a broader music curriculum,  
• simply not having enough time to address ICT issues effectively or to update their knowledge  

 
On the other hand, regardless of how much or how little use a teacher makes of ICT and music technology, 
there is a set of fundamental priorities for effective music departments, among which:  

• Practical music making - in order to gain a real understanding of music, students need to create and 
play it;  

• Space to allow practical music making to happen - good-sized classrooms to enable flexibility to 
move between teacher-led sessions, class participation in discussion, individual and group music 
making;  

• Breakout spaces - where students can work free from distraction and intervention;  
• Departmental resources that are available out of curriculum time – including extra-curricula 

opportunities, students working on extended tasks, etc.  
 
Unfortunately, few schools are able to adequately provide for such situations. The music room is 
traditionally a teacher-led environment (teacher and resources at the front, students facing the teacher). 
Moving to individual or group/pair work can be time consuming because of resource storage/retrieval issues. 
Opportunities for accessing these resources out of curriculum time are limited, often because of perceived 
security problems. This type of environment also creates problems for the assessment of practical work, 
again because of the way the space is used.  
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SECTION B: Needs analysis: an initial survey 
 
A needs analysis was initially carried out in 6 countries in order to obtain the views towards and, experiences 
of ICT within each country. An initial survey of music teachers in 3 countries was carried out in parallel with 
the short comparative study which defined similarities and differences within each country. A brief analysis of 
this broad based data revealed some significant differences in between a number of the countries included. 
Differences tended to focus around similar themes such as resources, availability of hardware and software, 
attitudes towards technology and uses of technology in a pedagogical and musical context. It was therefore 
decided to broaden the needs analysis to 6 countries, thus moving the needs analysis beyond the initial much 
smaller research population. 
 
Much discussion took place regarding the use of either quantitative or qualitative paradigms. Ultimately, the 
decision was taken to adopt both a quantitative and qualitative approach using interviews with music teachers 
as the qualitative method of data collection and questionnaires as the quantitative means of data analysis. In a 
strict sense, the two collection methods were not used in a ‘mixed method’ approach due to the fact that both 
sets of resulting data were in fact treated equally and analysis was carried out on each data set in isolation 
from the other.  
 
In the final analysis, both data sets were compared within a framework established by Galton and Delmont 
(1989) in that the quantitative data provided a skeletal framework for results and the qualitative data provided 
the more substantial details and definitions. 
 
The quantitative needs analysis was initially carried out in 6 countries in order to obtain the views towards 
and, experiences of ICT within each country. Further questions were aimed at providing a more detailed 
picture of the resource and training needs of teachers with specific reference to ICT and Music education. The 
methodological approach consisted of gathering both qualitative data through individual teacher interviews 
and quantitative data through the completion of questionnaires by 25 participants in each of 6 countries. The 
quantitative and qualitative data was subjected to subsequent analysis. The main focus of the research within 
both paradigms was identical and aimed to identify  
 

1. The main experiences, aims and attitudes of teachers towards ICT and music education within 
their own individual working situation. 

2. The main training needs and requirements of teachers within each country. 
3. The extent to which ICT resources and training are available within each country. 
4. The scope of ICT resources, with specific reference to music education, available in each 

country. 
5. The basic level of self efficacy amongst teachers within each country.  
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2.1. Interview with selected teachers 
 
For the music teachers, using the ICT in the classrooms goes far beyond through the interaction of the 
computer with the musical process. From electronic devices to the manipulation of the recorded sound, music-
related ICT covers a wide range of technologies. The aims of ICT introduction should be studied from the 
following perspectives: 

• categorize the scope and range of music-related ICT; 
• consider general principles regarding when, when not and how to use ICT in teaching and 

learning in-service training program; 
• outline the areas to be covered by, 

 
For this reason we tried to identify the music teachers’ needs through a qualitative research, realized through a 
face-to-face interview. The data involved a semi-structure interview addressed to 40 teachers in Romania and 
an open-ended interview addressed to 10 in-service music teachers in Greece. This semi structure interview 
was necessary before addressing the first task given by the WP2: teachers’ need analysis   
 The research questions were focused mainly on the following questions: 

• The teachers competence in the use of ICT; 
• The Infrastructure of their class/school; 
• Problems they face in their teaching; 
• Methods and tools they use and methods and tools they‘d like to include in their teaching; 
• Expectation they have from in service training on music teaching; 
• Issue that prevent them from including ICT in their teaching. 

 
Results 
 
The main results were focused on: 

• Shaping the teachers’ profile both for instrumental and general classroom teachers 
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The infrastructure of their school/class was an important point in offering an overview about the real 
situation concerning the teachers’ needs. 
Briefly, the answers underlining the following situations were: 
 
 
 
 

Electronic Devices Instrument 
Teachers (%) 

Musical Theory 
Teacher (%) 

Tape recording 80 80

CD player 90 90

Keyboards 10 16

DVD players 20 20

VCR player with 
TV set 

50 40

Computer (laptop) 
with educational 
software 

70 80

 
 
 
 
• There are no music classrooms and teachers have to teach with limited resources (20%) 
 

The main point was if the teachers have competence in using ICT. Because most of them responded that they 
tried to use the computer in their everyday life (sending e-mail, internet exploring, word processing, score 
writing) we studied what kind of competence they have. The answers were:   

 
By formal training they understand the competence gained through 
• University training in: - Using PC 

       - Musical writing software 
        - Internet navigation 

In school there are computers 
and technological equipments 

In school there are no computers 
and technological equipments 
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• Continuing education (short courses in ICT organized by the Government in a national program of 
education), but never specialized in music  

 
The main skills pointing out in musical software are in: 

• musical notation: Finale, Score, Sibelius, Mozart 
• educational software: Music Ace, Music Acts (specific for Greece), Sibelius 
• non-musical software such as: Dream Weaver, Corel Draw, Photoshop, and text processing 

software 
 

Software Instrument 
Teachers  (%) 

Musical Theory Teacher  
(%) 

SIBELIUS 40 40
FINALE 10 30

Musical 
notation 

MOZART 5 2
MUSIC ACE 30 40Educational
MUSIC ACTS 20 40
DREAM WEAVER 4 2
COREL DRAW 0 5

Non 
musical 
software PHOTOSHOP 0 1

 
The problems they face in the teaching process were related to the area in which most of the teachers included 
in their presentation the opportunity of introducing ICT in musical education. From the problems they face in 
the educational process we selected: 

• A lack of resources such as books, CD-s, DVDs or musical instruments, even a music classroom.  
• THE STUDENTS are not interested in music education, they like new and modern music, not classical 

one. 
• THE CHILDREN are very glad to sing and make jokes not to study music theory (musical reading) 
• STUDENTS are not very interested in listening to music. There seems to exist a very positive attitude 

towards the playing of instruments (guitar, block flute, keyboard) but in a National music curriculum 
there are no clear guidelines concerning teaching instruments. A specific issue in instrument teaching 
refers to the number of students in a classroom which is too large. 

• THE CHILDREN are very active and it is difficult to observe the curricula, or usually the beginners do 
not have their own musical instrument and therefore it is difficult to practice it. Also, the children seem 
to be a bit disoriented and can’t focus on practicing. 

• THEACHERS cannot face so many technical challenges. They consider that children are more 
competitive than teachers in using ICT; sometimes they cannot communicate with children because 
they use technical language. 
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In the interview, the most important aspects concerned the methods and tools they use. 
 
Generally they divide their teaching between talking to their pupils and playing themselves as model. In 30% 
of the cases the teachers prefer to use conventional tools in their teaching (books, blackboard) and rarely 
videos, DVD’s, microphones; in instrumental teaching they use a restricted number of tools, mostly scores. 
They use a sequence of activities in their teaching according to students’ level and age. 
 
In  other classroom teaching situations  teachers use a great variety of tools, such as DVD player, projector, 
PC, sound card, keyboard, sound mixer. They have incorporated in their teaching the use of video and 
educational software such as Music Ace (theory of music for beginners) and Music Acts (a Greek software on 
history of music). Students interact with the professor using a wireless mouse, either one by one or in small 
groups. Some teachers use computer software to teach music history and instrumentation or for creating 
partitions (scores).  
 
Only a few teachers use ICT in creative way for composing or improvising, for creating their own material 
needed in music lessons. They can organize multi-purpose classroom with three computers in order to teach 
the children music using the ICT. So class music lessons are organized according to software. Firstly, the 
students are taught every subject in the conventional way before interacting with the PC software. A chart of 
the above- mentioned situation is given below:  
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METHODS AND TOOLS THEY WOULD LIKE TO INCLUDE IN THEIR TEACHING  
 

• notation software 
• special software for involving children in creating and playing music 
• database with jokes, negatives and samples for theoretical notions (songs, e-books with chosen 

repertoire, CD-s with music from around the world, CD-ROMs and flash cards) 
• software on teaching recording techniques, CD-ROM-s with musical instruments, music appreciation, 

information on the lives of composers. 
• software on teaching music theory and ear training (in their own language) 
• assist pupils composing 
• methods which can assist the individual study of children 
• a software on self practicing that would help students to organize their time and practicing way 
• change of the curriculum focussing on using instruments (PC can be one of these) 
• acoustic studio for students auditions 
•  

 
 METHODS AND TOOLS %  

1. Notation software 27  
2. Creating and playing music software (children level) 22  
3. Database for musical theoretical notions 14  
4. Teaching recording techniques software 11  
5. Teaching music theory and ear training software 9  
6. Assist pupils composing 8  
7. Methods  for assisting the individual study 7  
8. Self practicing organizer software 5  
9. Changing of the curriculum focusing on using instruments  3  
10. Acoustic studio 2  
 
The teachers were asked about the expectations they have from an in-service training on music teaching. 
 
They agreed that such training will provide a lot of tools that will make their lessons more efficient and 
attractive, too. They need didactic strategies for incorporating software in their teaching, as well as strategies 
on how to use a computer in classroom. 
 
The use of software is appropriate to the teaching of music as music combines sounds, movement and rhythm. 
When these elements are animated children home a much better understanding. In addition there are drills that 
the music teachers cannot possibly perform as successfully as a computer can. Therefore an in-service training 
on ICT should provide music teachers with specific tools and teaching material and also give them basic skills 
in the use of ICT that will gradually focus on music skills. 
 
A very flexible training program will also give trainees the opportunity to choose the modules they would like. 
This program should equip the teacher with many data on discography, music interpretation, performances, 
composers, educational and musical events. An expected outcome would be for trainers to learn how to 
communicate with other teachers and musical organizations, how to find interesting sites and download the 
information they want from the internet. 
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Briefly, the expectations from an in-service training are: 
• introducing ICT for creating music lessons more attractive and even interactive; 
• ICT training to facilitate the access to music information and proper audition; 
• for helping teachers to use the new methods in classroom; 
• such competence will motivate the school to allow open access to PC laboratories; 
• offering new possibilities for creative dynamic lessons in which pupils and students are going to do 

something practical with music. 
• providing teachers with tools that make lessons more efficient; with resources in order to improve the 

organization of the teaching material. 
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2.2. Questionnaire addressed to music teachers of the consortium 
 
 
 
1. Participants 
 
 
A total of 7 countries provided a total of 25 questionnaires EACH giving an overall total population of 175 
participants (see Appendix II, the PRELUDE questionnaire). The research population in each country 
represented a broad range of schools, locations and taught across the full age range of pupils. The population 
in each country also represented instrumental, voice and class music teachers. 
The 6 countries providing responses were Austria, Estonia, Greece, Romania, Spain, Sweden and United 
Kingdom. UK respondents were actually limited to England.   
 
The ages of participants ranged over four groupings. The largest group of respondents was represented by the 
youngest participants. It is not known whether or not more questionnaires were sent to younger teachers or 
whether or not they were more inclined to complete and return.  
 
  
                                      
                Age 
 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
1.00 67 38.3 38.3 38.3
2.00 65 37.1 37.1 75.4
3.00 32 18.3 18.3 93.7
4.00 11 6.3 6.3 100.0

Valid 

Total 175 100.0 100.0  
 

[1= 22-34 yrs.; 2= 35-44 yrs.; 3= 45-54 yrs. & 4 = over 55yrs.] 
 
 
In spite of the dominance of the younger age group, there was no particular significance between the 
attitudinal responses of the age groups included except for the effect of using a PC at school. Younger 
participants tended to use this facility more than older ones.  
 
 
86% of participants reported that there was at least one computer located within their work environment. Of 
these participants, 85% reported this computer to be a PC; 8 % reported this computer to be a MAC and 4 % 
reported the school owned both PC and MAC machines.    
 
More participants in stage 3 of their teaching career responded. That having been said, a significant number of 
participants responded who taught across several stages of education and therefore overall, a reasonable range 
of teaching experience is represented.  
 
Overall, more females than males returned the data (M=67 / F= 108). Greek population was the most gender 
balanced and Estonian population presented greatest difference. The Spanish population returned more males 
than female participants. 
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This imbalance may reflect a gender imbalance amongst music teachers within each individual country or a 
greater willingness amongst female participants to complete and return the questionnaire.  
 
 
In terms of the stage of education taught by participants, over 73% of respondents were involved in working 
with pupils within the secondary age group ( between 11 and 18 years old); whilst 34% worked with primary 
age pupils. 21% reported teaching across more than one age / stage of education.  
 
 
 
2. Owning a computer – home 
  
 
 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
1.00 167 95.4 95.4 95.4 
2.00 8 4.6 4.6 100.0 

Valid 

Total 175 100.0 100.0   
 
Over 95% of participants owned at least one computer at home and 78% of the respondents reported using this 
at least once every day. 
UK respondents reported the highest use of PC at home for school / educational purposes and Greek 
participants recorded the lowest . 
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2.2 Computer use at school. 
 
Of the respondents who reported having access to a computer at school,  the level of usage tended to be high 
with the overall percentage of teachers using their school computer at least once each day. The variation 
between countries in this respect was found to be significant (F[4,170] = 3.164, p< .015) 
 
 

AT ES ET GR RO SE UK 
 Count Count Count Count Count Count Count 
1.00 10 14 15 1 5 18 18
2.00 8 10 5 2 2 5 3
3.00 1   1 1 3   2
4.00 1   3 11 5 1 1

 
 

 
 3.0 Use of technologies at home and at school 
 
 
Participants were asked to rank order their use of technologies at home and in order of importance. The graph 
represents the total number of participants who, on some level, make use each of these technologies at home. 
For example: database, in some capacity is used by most people, however Data base and spread sheet appear 
9th in terms of frequency of use.  
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Graph of use by frequency - Home 
The graph below demonstrates the broad range of technologies used in some capacity, although possibly 
infrequently, by participants. The level of use is set against the level of importance and most frequent use 
(white) and also against the number of participants who do not use this technology at any time (blue).  
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Although use of email and internet are not the technology used at some point by most individuals, they are the 
most popular and most frequently used technology. This is closely followed by Word Processing and 
Listening. Copying music and notation are the most frequently used technology in terms of specific musical 
activities. 
 
 
Use of technologies at school  
 
There is little or no significant change in the way technologies are used at school over all the sample.  
The graph below again demonstrates the level of use for each technology set against those who do never use 
and those who value and frequently use each technology. Again, participants rated E mail, Internet, Word 
processing and Listening as their most valued and frequently used technologies. Of specific note is that 
specific musical technologies such as Notation and Multitrack recording are neither used as frequently or rated 
as important. 
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Looking at the usage within each country by each individual technology: NOTE- no data is available for the 
Austrian cohort. 
 

a. Database and spreadsheet: 
 
Romanian participants recorded the use of data base as an important and frequently used technology, more 
than any other country; Estonia and Spain were second and third in terms of important use. 
Estonia provided the most uniform results across all levels of use and Sweden and UK rated the highest value 
for database the least number of times. 
Greece used  
 
Overall, spreadsheets were recorded as being used less than database over all countries.  
Again, spreadsheet were used most and rated as most important by the Romanian participants  
But with Estonia and UK assigning similar levels of value and usage.  
Sweden and United Kingdom participants reported the most uniform value and use of spreadsheets.  
 
Greek participants reported low levels of importance and usage of both database and spreadsheets. 
 
 

b. Presentation software: 
 

For presentation technology (e.g. Power point) the UK participants responded most positively. The UK 
provided the highest level of ratings for value and importance of presentation technology but also listed 
their preferences most evenly. Most UK respondents used some form of presentation technology. 
Spain and Estonia were the second and third most frequent users of presentation technology with Greece 
and Sweden opting to use this least. 
 
c. Email and Internet use 

The pattern for use of E mail and Internet use varied between home and school and also between country. 
Dealing first with Email: the pattern of usage for Email were similar in Spain, UK and Sweden, with usage at 
home and at school being roughly equal. Greek participants demonstrated more use of E-mail overall than 
other countries, with Greek participants using this technology more ate school than at home. Romanian and 
Estonian participants reported least use of Email overall but both countries demonstrated almost equal use at 
home and at school. 
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Patterns of Internet access proved more varied with UK participants making far more use of internet, closely 
followed by Spain and Sweden. Estonia appeared to make least use of the internet. UK and Swedish 
respondents tended to make more use of internet at home whilst the other four countries suggested equal use 
between home and school.  
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At school, the internet was used more frequently than Email in UK, SE, RO and ES; whereas GR and ET used 
Email more than internet. 
At home, UK, SE and GR used internet and Email almost in equal measure whereas in  RO, ET and ES, the 
internet was used far more than Email. 
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d.  Listening, Copying and Downloading 
Overall, at school, the levels of listening, copying and downloading were similar across all countries with 
minor variations between individual countries. Swedish teachers made most use of these activities whilst 
Spain and Greece reported making least use of these technologies.  
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At home, the pattern of use for these technologies changed with Sweden still reporting the most use of these 
technologies, followed by Estonia and UK with Spain and Romania followed by Greece, who reported least 
use.  
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Overall, a number of patterns emerged between the different countries. 
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Sweden made most use all these technologies with UK and Romania some way behind. Greece made least use 
of these technologies with Spain providing the most equal us of all technologies at home and at school. All 
countries appeared to make more use of these technologies at school rather than at home with the exception of 
Spain, where usage appeared to be almost equal.  
 
 
 

e. Word processing. 
 
Word processing was well used in all countries with high mean values being returned from all participants. 
Sweden, Spain and Estonia made most use of WP whilst Romania, UK and Greece made the least. Overall, 
participants made almost identical use of WP both at home and at school.  
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f. Multitrack and Notation software. 
 
Dealing with notation packages first; most use was made by the Spanish participants with Sweden and UK 
following on. With the exception of Spain, all countries appeared to make more use of notation software at 
school rather than at home. Romania, Estonia and Greece opted to make least use of these products. 
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Multitracking was mainly carried out at school and in Estonia, this was the case exclusively. 
Multitracking was not a significant activity in any country but with most use being made by Swedish and UK 
participants. The Greek participants made a very small return on this technology but the responses were too 
small to be calculated. Only 4 participants reported using a small amount of multitracking and this was 
exclusively carried out at home 
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1. Question 8 explored the teacher attitudes in each country towards different positive and negative 
aspects of technology. Overall responses for each comment suggested that participants perceived 
over twice as many advantages to music technology as disadvantages. In terms of advantages: 64% 
of the whole population felt that music technology increased motivation to learn; 57.7% felt that 
technology could assist with record keeping; 54.3% felt that music technology could assist with 
composing; 52% felt that assessment was assisted through music technology and 49.7% felt that 
technology could help with music research. Other responses were as follows: 

Basic skills practice – 49.1 % 
          Sharing work – 46.3% 

                     Recording improving end product – 41.7% 
           Introduction to real music – 26.9% 
 
Of the disadvantages, 36.6% felt that technology improved their teaching but not the musical element; 33.1% 
felt that expense was a major factor associated with technology and 29.7% felt that constantly changing 
technology was a problem. Other responses were as follows:   

Time consuming – 26.9% 
                 Removes musicianship – 26.3% 
           Removes feeling – 23.4% 
     Teaching becomes automated – 14.9% 
     Too many pop styles – 14.3% 
 
So, over the entire sample, attitudes towards music technology, or at least technology within music, were 
positive. 
 
In terms of individual issues, the graphs below represent how the positive and negative aspects of each issue 
are viewed in each country. There is obviously an artefactual element within the translation of the Austrian 
questionnaire. This part of the result is probably not accurate. 
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In terms of notation (above) Spanish participants provided the most supportive responses, closely followed by 
UK and Estonia. 
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Research for music using technology was seen most positively by UK, Greece and Estonia with Romania 
holding this view least.  
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Increasing student motivation was the belief held most strongly by the UK and Spain with all other countries 
rating this almost equally. 
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Using technology to teach basic skills was the belief held mostly by Estonia with Spain, Romania some way 
behind.  
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Estonia felt most strongly that using technology removed feeling. Other countries felt less strongly but  this 
issue appeared to be viewed similarly by all countries. 
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Estonia again felt most strongly that although technology could be seen as a way to improve teaching, this did 
not necessarily improve the musicianship.   
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In this issue, Spain felt most strongly that technology could lead to teaching becoming automated. This vie 
was also held by Romania, Estonia and Greece. However, no participant form UK or Sweden suggested this 
could be the case. 
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The view that recording could assist the final musical product was held most strongly by UK and Greece with 
other countries holding a similar view. 
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Again, there was a broad variation of the view that technology could introduce pupils to the world of real 
music. 
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In accordance with the vie about feeling being removed, Estonia again felt most strongly about technology 
removing musicianship form music teaching. No Swedish teacher felt that this could be a problem. However, 
even in Estonia, the number of participants holding this view was small.  
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Interestingly, the UK participants felt that the cost of technology was a real issue and Spain also held a similar 
view. Other countries felt this to a lesser degree. 
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Very few countries rated the issue of technology introducing too many pop styles as a problem, however all 
appeared to concede that this could happen. Again, all numbers were very small. 
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The rate of change in technology was seen as a problem in Spain and Estonia followed by Greece and 
Romania. Although there was an expression of concern, this was not so much the case in Sweden and UK.  
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Technology was seen as being time consuming in Estonia and Sweden but less so in other countries. Again, 
numbers were low – even in Estonia.  
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Countries could see a limited use to technology in terms of assessment of pupils with Spain and Romania 
being the most positive.  
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Sharing data was seen most positively in UK and Sweden with Estonia only just slightly less positive: 
 

 
9.Self efficacy 

 
A calculation was made between the level at which participants viewed their own level of  ability on 
individual technologies and the level of ability which they felt was required to undertake their work as a music 
teacher. The level of self efficacy is gained by subtracting the how good I should be rating from the how good 
I am rating. The difference between the two ratings is accepted as a measure of  self efficacy. There are 
occasions where this rating is in fact a negative number. This occurs in circumstances where the level of 
ability is viewed as being high but the level of competence which is required in this technology is seen as 
being low. That is, the individual views their level of competency as well above that required by the use of 
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that technology in teaching music. That is, the individual is ‘over confident’. A good example of this was use 
of telephone messaging. Many participants felt they were very confident in knowing and using this technology 
but also viewed  this technology as having limited use in teaching music. The result is a negative rating of self 
efficacy or they know more than they need. 
 
One further explanation of a negative SE rating can be seen in circumstances where the individual has poor 
knowledge of the potential of a technology. That is, they rate their ability as high because they are unaware of 
all the possible uses for such a technology. Any SE rating therefore has to be taken within the context of other 
responses to establish whether the individual is indeed competent and knowledgeable of the full potential of 
the individual technology. 
 
In terms of interpretation of data, a high positive score suggests a low level of self efficacy. That is the 
individual is possibly aware that they have a low ability ( e.g. 1) and yet they are able to see the potential and 
the amount of knowledge they do not have of a particular technology (e.g. 9). Therefore their SE score will be 
e.g  9-1 = 8.  
 
A low SE rating suggests a high level of competence within that technology. For example, an individual who 
rates their ability in using a technology as good would rate themselves highly (e.g. 8). If they feel they are 
knowledgeable of the potential and make good use of the technology in school, they would also rate this as 
high (e.g. 9). Therefore their SE rating would be low, that is 9 – 8 = 1. This score can also be generated by an 
individual with little knowledge of the potential of the technology who would ate their own ability as being 
high against their limited knowledge of the potential of the technology. 
 
A score of zero suggests the individual is content with their own level of ability against their own level of use 
for that technology.   
 

Results 
 
The Austrian cohort did not complete this section of the questionnaire and so the results represent 5 
countries and not six. 
 

 
An analysis of variance was carried out on the self efficacy ratings and this was followed with post hoc 
analysis carried out by Scheffe test. Overall, 10 areas demonstrated some level of significant difference 
namely: spreadsheet, use of presentation technology, Email use, Copying music, Use of photo, use of 
telephone / instant messaging, word processing, Downloading music, notation packages and web storage. 
Between country analysis showed that the largest differences existed between UK and Estonia were a level 
of significant difference existed in 9 areas. The UK proved to be the country which demonstrated the 
largest number of significant differences with other countries. Estonia proved to be the country with the 
second highest number of significant differences.   
 
The main findings were as follows: 
 
Spreadsheet – significant levels of variance appeared between UK and Estonia (p=.015) and Estonia and 
Romania (p=.035). Estonia suggested they had the highest level of training needs in both data base and 
spreadsheet with UK apparently requiring the least training, followed by Romanian participants. 
Scores = mean SE for each country population 
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Use of database followed a similar pattern to that of Spreadsheet use but most countries appeared to more 
confident in using databases, with the exception of UK and Greece. 
 
Presentations – significant levels of variance appeared between UK and Greece (p=.052) 

Overall, the level of training needs appeared to quite high throughout all countries, with the exception of 
UK 
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Email - significant levels of variance appeared between UK and Estonia (p=.047) and UK and Greece 
(p=.035). Overall, the level of confidence in the UK was higher than participants felt was required within 
their teaching. In all countries the level of training need appeared low with Estonia and Greece seemingly 
feeling the least confident. 
 
Listening – Overall, most countries felt that the were able to deal with listening technologies with the 
exception of the UK. This result may reflect an artefactual element relating to the demands of the national 
curriculum within each country. Overall, the level of concern appeared to be low.  

 
 
Copying -  significant levels of variance appeared between UK and Estonia (p=.022) and Estonia and 
Romania (p=.057) The results suggest that there is a small amount of training required by UK participants 
and a large level of training required by Estonian.   
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Multi track equipment – this item of technology appeared to also suggest another high level of training 
was required by all countries. Romania and UK appeared to require the least level but even here, the SE 
rating was high with an average of over 2.7  
 
Photo use - significant levels of variance appeared between UK and Estonia (p=.026) and UK and Sweden 
(p=.045). Apparent training needs were apparent in Estonia and Sweden with the overall rating of 
confidence being low in this area. Again, UK participants appeared to be the exception.  

 
Telephone / Instant messaging - significant levels of variance appeared between UK and Estonia 
(p=.001) and Estonia and Romania (p=.049). UK participants rated their ability higher than their teaching 
need for this technology with Estonia again showing the lowest SE rating 
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Word processing - significant levels of variance appeared between UK and Estonia (p=.002); UK and 
Sweden (p= .030) and UK and Spain (p=.064) 
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Alth
ough there was again a significant gap between the UK and both Estonia and Sweden, the overall level of 
training required appeared to be low across all countries. Most countries appeared to have a similar average 
need with the exception of the UK participants. 
 
Internet technology  was again seen to have a low level of training need. Although less uniform that Email, 
the level of training required in terms of the role of teaching was low at just over 2. 
 
Downloading music - significant levels of variance appeared between UK and Estonia (p=.010) and Estonia 
and Romania (p=.043). The overall level of training required by all countries was high with again, the 
exception of the UK group. 
 
Audio recording received high SE ratings fro all countries with no significant differences between any two 
countries. Spanish participants offered the lowest SE ratings but even these were rated at 3. 
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Notation packages - significant levels of variance appeared between UK and Estonia (p=.002); between UK 
and Greece (p= .047) and Estonia and Sweden (p=.067) 
Again with the exception of Spain and UK, all countries rated their need for training in notation software as 
high. The significant difference between the scores for UK, ES and ET are easy to explain but the difference 
between SE and ET is less so. This is possibly due to the fact that although the gap between the perceived 
ability and the required need is similar; the precise level of ratings given to each category  by both countries 
was significantly different.   
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Overall, participants appeared to see web storage as a technology which required further training. Swedish 
participants rated this lowest but again, all countries rated this technology quite high. 
The only significant difference between countries for use of web storage was between Estonia and Sweden 
(p=.032). 
 

 
Executive summary 
In terms of the SE rating, the following findings might be suggested: 
 

• There are significant differences between the training needs of each of the six countries involved in the 
needs analysis 

• UK appears to require the least level of training with Estonia presenting the highest SE rating.  
• The training needs / confidence level for each technology acquired by total confidence levels are as 

follows: 
- Notation packages 
- Multi track equipment 
- Web storage 
- Presentation software 
- Photo software 

 
Little or no training is required in: 

- Email 
- Listening technology 
- Internet use. 
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Question 11 -18: 
 

11. There is little or no technology in my school. 
 
 eleven 
 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
1.00 73 37.2 42.9 42.9
2.00 97 49.5 57.1 100.0

Valid 

Total 170 86.7 100.0  
Missing System 26 13.3   
Total 196 100.0   

 
 
More participants disagreed with this statement than agreed with it, suggesting that there was a positive 
response to music technology in schools. 
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Details of the response by country are shown above. Participants from Greece suggested there was least 
technology in school, followed by Estonia and Romania. Spanish participants felt they had the highest level of 
equipment.  
 
 

12. The school has technology but not for music. 
 
 twelve 
 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
1.00 79 40.3 45.9 45.9
2.00 92 46.9 53.5 99.4
3.00 1 .5 .6 100.0

Valid 

Total 172 87.8 100.0  
Missing System 24 12.2   
Total 196 100.0   
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Again, the overall response for this was positive suggesting that within the overall sample, technology was 
available for music. 
The response was least positive in Estonia, Romania, Sweden and UK. That is more participants felt there was 
more technology available for non musical technology than specifically for music technology.  
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1= Yes / 2= No and 3= no response 
 
 

13. It is very difficult to buy new equipment 
 
                                                                                  thirteen 
 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
1.00 87 44.4 52.7 52.7
2.00 78 39.8 47.3 100.0

Valid 

Total 165 84.2 100.0  
Missing System 31 15.8   
Total 196 100.0   

 
More participants claimed it was more difficult to buy new equipment. 
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Austria and Estonia rated this question in almost equal numbers whilst Estonia rated obtaining new equipment 
the highest, followed by Romania. Sweden and UK responded against this statement at the highest level.  
 
14. My school is very supportive of new technology. 
 
 frteen 
 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
1.00 121 61.7 70.8 70.8
2.00 49 25.0 28.7 99.4
11.00 1 .5 .6 100.0

Valid 

Total 171 87.2 100.0  
Missing System 25 12.8   
Total 196 100.0   

 
 
There was a very positive response to this statement with most school seemingly having positive responses to 
music and technology. Sweden, Austria, Estonia and Romania rated this highest whilst Greece and UK rated 
this quite low.  
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15. We have very modern equipment to use in music 
 
 
 fifteen 
 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
1.00 49 25.0 29.9 29.9
2.00 115 58.7 70.1 100.0

Valid 

Total 164 83.7 100.0  
Missing System 32 16.3   
Total 196 100.0   
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With the exception of Sweden, most countries felt that modern music technology equipment was lacking in 
their schools 
 
 

16. Music technology does not exist in my school 
 
 sixteen 
 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
1.00 63 32.1 37.7 37.7
2.00 104 53.1 62.3 100.0

Valid 

Total 167 85.2 100.0  
Missing System 29 14.8   
Total 196 100.0   

 
 
As to be expected, this response does equate with question 11 with roughly similar pattern of participants 
suggesting that the level of music technology in their school was low. Again, Estonia, Greece and Romania 
returned the highest negative responses. 
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17. We have good broadband access to internet. 
 
 svnteen 
 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
1.00 123 62.8 74.1 74.1
2.00 43 21.9 25.9 100.0

Valid 

Total 166 84.7 100.0  
Missing System 30 15.3   
Total 196 100.0   

 
 

A high level of response was returned to this statement with Greece and Romania returning the lowest ratings. 
Obviously, with levels of technology present in the school, then internet access would not be available.  
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18. We use e-learning credits to purchase software / hardware. 
 
 eighteen 
 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
.00 8 4.1 5.1 5.1
1.00 50 25.5 32.1 37.2
2.00 98 50.0 62.8 100.0

Valid 

Total 156 79.6 100.0  
Missing System 40 20.4   
Total 196 100.0   

Overall, more participants rated this in a negative way rather a positive. Sweden and UK presented the highest 
level of usage of e-learning credits with Austria presenting the lowest. 
This question also provided the lowest response rate of all statements suggesting that many participants had no 
knowledge of e – learning credits. 
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Executive summary: 
 
Overall, statements 11-18 suggest the following statements 
 

- The pattern of technology and music technology provision within each country is varied 
- That the attitude of schools to music and technology are positive within each country 
- All countries to some degree have difficulty buying technology equipment 
- All countries would wish for more up to date technology equipment 
- Internet access is available in most countries 
- The use of e-learning credits is little known and little used 
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Questions 19 – 37 requested a rating to be provided by individuals towards a number of statements. One issue 
with Likert scales is the understanding and relativity of the individual towards the level of rating. For each 
statement, the relative levels are show but interpretation has included the linking of similar levels e.g. 1 & 2 
are counted as the same / 567 are treated as similar. 
 
19. I am confident with technology 
An analysis of variance on the mean of the ratings demonstrated that there was a level of significance between 
the level of ratings and country.  
 
 ANOVA 
 
ninteen  

  
Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 74.102 6 12.350 3.683 .002
Within Groups 546.610 163 3.353    
Total 620.712 169     

 
 
Post hoc analysis using a Tukey HSD test produced the levels of significance to responses between ES & ET 
(p= .011) ES & SE (p=.005) and ES & GR (p=.011) 
There were negative correlations between AT and all countries and so are excluded from this analysis. 
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Overall, levels of confidence were highest in ES, RO and UK and lowest in SE and GR. 
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20. I would use more technology in my teaching if it was available 
 
Overall, there was no significant difference between countries on this question (p=.377) with all countries 
showing relatively high levels of support for using more technology. 
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21. I am confident with what I use but there is a lot I do not know 
 
 ANOVA 
 
twentone  

  
Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 53.830 6 8.972 3.611 .002
Within Groups 404.993 163 2.485    
Total 458.824 169     

 
 
This response again proved to suggest there was a significant difference between countries 

 
Subsequent post hoc analysis of the means by Tukey HSD tests suggested that the major significance was 
between levels in ET & RO (p=.011) and RO & ES (P=.003) 
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High levels of confidence again appeared in ES and ET with other countries rating is similar ways. 
 
22. I enjoy the challenge of new technologies 
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There was no significant difference between response from all countries to this statement and the overall 
response was again positive with high ratings being returned from ES, UK and ET. 
 
 
23. I struggle with new technologies 
 
There was no level of significance between the responses made by participants in different countries to this 
statement and the results proved to be almost the inverse of the previous question and therefore supports the 
relatively high level of confidence and positive attitudes towards music technology throughout all countries. 
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24. I actively seek out new technologies for my music lessons. 

There was no difference between  responses by country on this statement to reach a level of significance. 
(p=.222) 
Overall, countries followed a similar pattern although there was degree of variation within those patterns in 
responses from a number of countries. 
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25. I purposely avoid using technology in music lessons 
 
Although there was an overall level of significant difference between participants who responded to this 
statement from all countries (p=.22); Tukey tests suggested there was no significant difference between 
countries. 
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Graph of the responses again demonstrates the generally positive attitude of teachers towards using technology 
in music. Joining responses of 1 & 2 together, reveals a higher level in ET, RO and interestingly but 
unexplainably – in ES ! 
Greece demonstrated the most positive answer to this in making the strongest rejection of the statement. 
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26. I think technology can be useful but music is better taught by a musician 
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There was no significant level of difference between responses from countries towards this statement. Clearly, 
participants form Estonia felt most strongly about the relationship between music and technology and UK 
participants felt the relationship between technology and music to be the most favorable. SE, GR, RO and SE 
participants displayed a healthy variation within their responses with AT participants returning an unusual but 
equally strong message by presenting no rating in disagreement with the statement.  
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27. I use technology because the pupils enjoy it. 
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Responses to this statement displayed highly significant differences between countries, and one country in 
particular. The most significantly different country was SE with levels of significant difference with all other 
countries:- UK & SE (p=.000); ET & SE (p=.000); GR & SE (p=.000); RO & SE (p=.050); ES & SE (p=.000) 
and AT & SE (p=.001). ES & UK gave the strongest endorsement of this statement followed by Estonia, 
Austria and Greece. 
Sweden provided the strongest response against using technology in this way, possibly  demonstrating their 
rationale for using technology is based on music reasons and not pupil motivation.  
 
28. I would be happy to receive further training on music technologies. 
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In common with previous answers which suggested a healthy and positive attitude towards technology, the 
overwhelming number of participants expressed an interest in further raining on music technologies. There 
was no significant difference between countries responses with ES and UK demonstrating the highest level of 
response, followed by Estonia. 
 
29. Music technology is more suited to older pupils. 
 
Opinions on this statement were in general, in favor of the use of technology across all age groups. AT 
demonstrated the strongest rejection of the statement whilst Romania demonstrated the most support for 
technology being used on older age groups. Other countries displayed a healthy variation of opinion.  
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Opinion towards this statement was not significantly affected by the age range of the teacher (p=.253)  
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30. I believe that music technology should be taught separately from music. 
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UK participants appeared to be most against this statement, followed by Greece and Romania offered the most 
support. Other countries offered a range of opinions. 
 
31. Parents would be supportive of more music technology 
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Significant differences existed between UK & SE (p=.023) and SE and ES (p=.003) 
Spain approved of the statement most strongly whilst Sweden returned most support for ‘No opinion’. Again, 
this might suggest that Swedish teachers are clear in making curriculum judgments based on educational 
issues rather than parental or pupil motivations. Again, there are high levels of ‘No opinion’ I some countries. 
 
 
 
 
32.Other teachers would support the development of music technology. 
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ES teachers were most positive about collegiate support and GR the least positive. However, again the largest 
response came form no opinion or minor levels of support for one view or another. Fellow teachers appear not 
to be a issue for consideration. 
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33. I use technology more for myself than for my teaching 
 
A high level of significance existed between UK & SE (p=.000); UK & GR (p=.019) and UK & ES (p=.002). 
UK teachers appeared to use technology for teaching the most whilst Sweden, Spain, Greece and Estonia used 
technology more at home. Significant numbers of respondents from AT, ET and GR showed significant levels 
of no opinion.   
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34. Many of my pupils are using technology at home. 
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High levels of significance again existed between participants responses to these statements. 
UK & SE (.000); UK & GR (.019); UK & ES (.002); UK & AT (.044); ET & GR (.017); ET & AT (.009); SE 
& AT (.041); GR & ES (.001)  and  ES & AT (.000)  
 
ES, SE and UK suggested more pupils were using technology at home than other countries with ES making 
the strongest statement. Greece provided the lowest level of support but with a reasonable level of no opinion 
whilst Romania provided higher levels of support but with a lower level of participants returning a ‘no 
opinion’.  
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35. Music technology should be part of the curriculum because pupils are using it at home. 
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ES voted mostly in favor of this statement with AT returning an equally strong message – again with no 
dissent at all. It is difficult to explain the AT responses. One possible reason is that AT teachers voted strongly 
that music should be taught by musicians but also apparently feel that music technology should be taught at 
school because pupils are using it at home. The only possible explanation would be that by bringing 
technology into school, music is taught by music teachers. Not convincing. 
 
37. Training on software products. 
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38. Selecting 5 products 
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39. Urgent training needs: 
 
Participants were asked to rate their most urgent training needs. 
Their responses supported the previous data in that:  
Notation 
Using ICT in the classroom  
Sound technology 
Multi track recording 
- are suggested as the most urgent training needs for participants overall.  
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2.3. Conclusions 
 
In conclusion, drawing together the data from the qualitative and quantitative research, there are a number of 
similarities and differences, as well as training needs, which can be identified through the needs analysis. 
 
 

1.  Although the availability of hardware and software differs, sometimes to a significant extent 
between each country, the overall level of support for technology in music is high (22,23,28). Most 
teachers, in all countries recognize the value of using technology in music lessons and hold a strong 
belief that technology can make a substantial difference to the learning experience of pupils through 
increased motivation, more efficient teaching and a broader range of activities. The attitude of 
schools to music and technology appear to be positive within each country. Teachers feel supported 
and content within the environment in which they work. Similarly, teachers did not necessarily rate 
issues such as ‘friendly interface’ as an important issue of new technology but instead opted for more 
technical support. 
 
2.  Differences did exist between countries in terms of how technology is used. UK for example, 
tended to use technology in a very different way form other countries. These trends for using 
technology, for example, in a greater administrative role, or using music to further develop and 
achieve objectives in ICT as opposed to in music, might well be dependent in part, on national issues 
and strategies.  

 
3.  Teachers are well aware of the broad range of training needs they require. (37, 39) For example, 
they rate highly the need to learn new skills such as how to record music and how to use software 
etc. but they are also aware of the need to develop their knowledge of how to the apply new 
technology to enhance their music teaching e.g. using ICT to improve the pedagogy and enhance the 
learning experience. Within the qualitative data also, there was a wide range of responses suggesting 
that teachers have a high level of awareness of what types of technology can be used and could be 
available for use in teaching music.  

                
New training products should therefore take into account not only the need to train teachers in the 
skills required for using new technology or simply improving their knowledge of products and 
software applications. There also needs to be a substantial level of application through demonstration 
of good practice, basic application and good teaching examples. 
 
4.  Although teachers are seemingly well aware of their individual lack of technical skill, this did not 
prevent teachers from having a positive example of themselves and their abilities to learn 
technologies. Teachers strongly recognize that many pupils are using technology at home and that 
school and music will need to continue to develop alongside this. Sweden for example, provided 
responses which tended to ignore issues such as parental support and pupil ‘liking’ but demonstrated 
a strong opinion that technology should be included in order to enhance the curriculum, the teaching 
and learning. 

 
5.  Evidence from both the qualitative and quantitative data suggested that teachers often used 
technology as a motivation tool or simply in order to use technology. Data from the interviews 
suggested that class music lessons can often be arranged according to the needs of the software. It is 
therefore suggested that any resulting training materials ensure that technology is used at appropriate 
points in the learning process of the pupil; that is developing materials which will assist teachers to 
enhance and build on the current musical learning requirements of the pupil. Training materials will 
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also need to consider helping teachers to evaluate technology in a musical sense; a musical 
developmental sense and a pedagogical sense as well as in a motivational and technological sense.  

 
6. Teachers make ample use of internet and E mail, both at school and at home. There is some 
evidence that localized trends exist in some countries which requires teachers to become involved in 
the use of a particular technology. For example, some countries obviously require teachers to use 
data bases for record keeping far more than others. Many uses of technology revolve around 
administration and initiatives and not necessarily pedagogy or pupil learning. The considerably high 
level of access to the internet and E mail in all countries suggests that E learning materials are an 
excellent way forward in terms of teacher training.  

 
7.   Although some countries appeared to rate their overall training needs at a higher    level than 
others, there was evidence that all teachers had positive attitudes towards further levels of training 
involving new approaches towards using technology in music. That is, training materials which focus 
on interesting, more efficient and pedagogical approaches to technology would be welcomed in spite 
of the fact that teachers in individual countries may already rate themselves as competent users of 
those technologies.  

 
2. Notation software came out in both the quantitative and qualitative data as the software most 

teacher felt they needed training with and further knowledge of. Notation, as a training need, 
tended to appear in all measures – self-efficacy rating, most urgent training need and product 
interest. 

 
3. Listening and appraising must be an important aspect of music. However, most teachers rated this 

as one of the least important aspects of their training needs. Furthermore, in some countries, 
listening appeared to rated as something of a low level activity. Pupils tended to appreciate lessons 
were they were able to play instruments and to perform. In both qualitative and quantitative data 
sets, listening often appeared to be a subject which could simply be ‘covered’ through CD players 
and Tape recordings. Subsequent viewing of the case study DVDs, suggested that often teachers 
maintain listening as a passive activity. Some form of training materials which would enable 
teachers to more fully integrate the process of appraising music into the whole creative process 
would certainly be of benefit.   

 
4. The differences in the availability of technology and use of technology  between countries is 

interesting and might reflect particular strengths in certain musical activities within individual 
members of the group. For example, Estonia has a strong singing tradition whereas other countries 
have problems in developing an interest in singing. Both the quantitative and the qualitative data 
suggest further problems in common between members, for example, students are more motivated 
with musical activities outside of school and using popular styles of music that using classical 
styles in school. It is positive to note that teachers do not simply blame technology or available 
software which is dependent on popular styles; indeed they still remain positive to the uses of 
technology within a music curriculum. A number of countries in the qualitative data suggested that 
it was important to learn from the experience of other partners with stronger traditions in 
technology. However, it is probably worth noting that all countries have strengths which need to be 
identified and developed within future training materials and those countries which appear to have 
well developed technology bases and have relatively advanced technology already being used 
within music teaching, many of which come out of national initiatives, should take the opportunity 
to re-evaluate their teaching and their use of  technology and the development of good evaluation 
measures could help in this process.  
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5. To this end, training materials should perhaps begin through the use of free software which is 
available in each country and should detail and exhibit good practice in how this can be used to 
enhance learning. The product will need to be sufficiently specific in order to teach and develop 
skills, knowledge and confidence but also be sufficiently general to: 

 
i. be of use to all countries, regardless of their national music curriculum 

ii. be sufficiently broad with sufficient generic concepts to be incorporated into the 
varied level and pattern of training required by each partner 

iii. be sufficiently accessible to all partners by having due regard to cost  
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SECTION C:  MARKET RESEARCH 
 

 
 3.1. Current Stage of Music Education and Technology Research  
 
Nowadays, the environment for Information and Communication Technology is changing vividly, leading to 
an increase of ICT research all over the world, to more open innovation processes, to wider and faster 
exchanges of ideas, to more complex technology chains, as well as to the involvement of other related-
disciplines: biotechnology, materials and cognitive sciences.  
 
On a more particular level, music research has developed enormously in the following areas: 
 
Music composition 
 
Because of its artistic feature, it is difficult to apply a systematic analysis of the current stage of advancements 
in this field. However, the research topics refer to music analysis, generation models and software languages. 
At present there are systems to automate the composition process, mainly for contemporary music. 
 
Sound generation and modeling (timbre) 
 
This concept has been the preponderant research topic focusing on building sound synthesizers and audio 
processors. 
      

Since the 1990s, Physical and Spectral Models have been developed, but did not meet success in the market 
place. However, a significant issue consists in Spectral and Signal Processing that need working on the control 
and expressiveness of synthesizers. 

      
Simultaneously, new paradigms for making sounds (timbres) have been initiated, for example physically 
inspired synthesis, audio mosaicing, etc. 
 
Music performance analysis  
      
Although the performer represents a key element in the music-making chain, little consideration has been 
given to the performer’s contribution to this sequence.  
    
It must be emphasized that performance skills are learned intuitively, and consequently they are difficult to be 
revealed by a scientific analysis. It is only in the past few years that they became significant research topics 
dealing with the analysis and modeling of the performance component of music, measuring actual 
performances and applying analysis-by-synthesis methods, or developing performance models with machine 
learning techniques. Moreover, there are models for capturing the mood in a given musical style, for 
measuring some expressive features from an audio recording of a performance and even for generating some 
aspects of an expressive performance.        
 
Music interfaces 
 
By means of electronic instruments we can create controllers and interfaces to catch performance gestures, and 
sound modules to produce sounds. Since the invention of the first electronic instrument, the concept of 
performance has received a brand new meaning, and with it the concept of instrument. We are referring to the 
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performer-instrument interface in the general context of human-computer interaction. Some of the active 
research topics are the study of musical mapping algorithms, development of intelligent controllers and new 
controllers for collaborative performance. The fundamental change that is taking place is related to the Internet 
that is becoming a medium for music making and thus a musical interface to be explored.  
 
Music and audio listening 
 
At present, music and audio listening is the most animated research area in MT. 
      
Because of the difficulty in understanding the relationship between acoustics, music structure, cognition, and 
emotion, this association offers a significant ground for scientific and technological research.  
 
Among the issues involved in this process we can consider the following cognition matters: auditory 
perception, low-high grouping mechanisms, timbre, pitch, time and rhythm perception. However, there are 
many open research topics related to disciplines such as psychoacoustics, psychology, perception and 
cognition; others are focusing on the use of signal processing and machine hearing techniques to identify 
meaningful and useful information from musical signals.   
 
In Music Education, the Music Technology is targeted on well-defined directions related to teaching activities 
that can be expressed by the existing music software, as well. Appendix 2 (“Musical Software”) contains a list 
of the most important musical software programs available on the market today to support musical education. 
 
Briefly in the following area there are musical software: 
 

TEACH PERFORMING 
INSTRUMENTS 

TEACH 
FUNDAMENTAL OF 
MUSIC 

ANALYSIS  CREATIVE MUSIC WRITING 
SOFTWARE 

GUITAR MUSIC THEORY EAR TRAINING ELEMENTARY 
CREATIVE MUSIC SIBELIUS 

KEYBOARD RHYTM MUSICAL 
EXAMPLES COMPOSITION FINALE 

VOCAL INTERVALS AND 
SCALES 

LISTENING 
ANALISYS MASTERING MUSIC SCORE 

STRINGS ASSESMENTS   ENCORE 
JAZZ /  
IMPROVIZATION 
SKILLS  

GAMES   MOZART 

HELP USER 
PERFORMANCE 

COMPOSERS 
BIOGRAPHY    

 
 
 
The software on offer is heavily geared towards the first of these. Music hardware, on the other hand, offers a wealth 
of opportunities for exploration and experimentation. Although, in software terms, there is comparatively little to 
support the exploratory side of composition, there are a couple of excellent resources, suitable for use from pre-school 
to adult: 
 

• Midigrid, from York University, is a powerful music program that provides new ways to explore, perform and 
therefore compose music. Although initially developed as a tool for professional composers, it has a simple 
enough interface to be used by young children. The current version, MIDIgrid for Windows, is a cut-down 
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version that includes only those features most useful in the classroom and comes with a slim and extremely 
user-friendly manual and sample grids with teaching notes for KS1 and KS2; 

 
• Soundbeam offers teachers and students new opportunities for contemporary forms of composition and group 

music making;  
 

• Compass, from Sibelius Software, suggests approaches to composition and includes facilities to manipulate 
sounds in ways that promote exploration and editing 

 
 
3.2. Musical Software 
This section attempts a) to categorize musical software and b) to briefly present a selected number of software. 
To get a general idea of existing musical software and tools a number of products were downloaded, tried and 
tested. In order to set limits to the market research the focus was set on software and tools which are free or so 
called “Shareware”. In general there are several fields of applications for the use of ICT in Music Education 
and one can see different types of software and tools. The following represents a first, rough partitioning: 
 

- Stand-alone- software 
- Online applications  
- E-learning Content/ e-learning objects 
- Multimedia Content  

 
Stand- alone software  
This category belongs to a group of software, which are installed and run just on a single computer. In normal 
cases this kind of software is not network-compatible, so sharing of results and information with other users is 
not common.  
To run stand-alone software it is necessary for the computer to meet the minimal systems requirement. 
 
Online applications  
This webbased software can only be used when a connection to the internet is available.  
Online applications are in most cases small pieces of software, often written in programming languages like 
“Flash”. A big advantage is that an installation on a single computer isn’t necessary.  
 
E-learning Content/ e-learning objects 
All around Europe several projects exist in conjunction with the use of ICT in Music Education. Some of these 
projects provide so called “eContent” or “e-learning objects” for the utilization in music lessons. To make this 
eTeaching and e-learning material available at the european education servers and education portals, eContent 
has to meet specific criteria and standards. Depending on complexity and structure “eContent” is divided into 
the following categories: 

- E-Learning objects  
- Learning modules 
- Learning Units 
- and learning courses 

 
For these research the most important and the smallest unit of an “eContent” development is the e-learning 
object. It consists of a content-related presentation of the subject matter and could be 

• a worksheet including interactive elements 
• an image or a sketch including a description 
• as well as a link collection. 
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Examples of e-learning objects:  
1. On the basis of a playground slide the effect of friction is demonstrated. Link to the learning object: 

http://www.mehalev.org.il/mop/flash_inED/slide_delm.html 
2. Sound and Bio-Feedback. Link to the learning object:  

http://www.virtuelleschule.at/e-content/lernen/gruppe_netmusic/biofeedback.swf  
 

 
Multimedia Content 
Apart form online and stand-alone software/ tools and structured e-learning objects one may find a range of 
multimedia content for the use in music lessons. You can locate images of instruments, midifiles, mp3-
sounds in conjuction with these images and even video-clips on Youtube.com which show the use of 
instruments.  
 
Example: Image and Midi of clarinette: 
  

  
 
 
Following this first, rough partitioning, a more detailed categorisation of software and tools is presented in the 
table below. This categorisation blends pedagogical and technical issues, as it relates the basic areas of 
musical activities (left column) to the content and the kind of music technology required (right column).  
 
 
MUSICAL ACTIVITIES  MUSIC TECHNOLOGY 
Fundamentals skills of music  
  Aural Tests 
    
  Knowledge of  Instruments/ composers/ 
  (Image, mp3, midi, Video, Worksheet) 
    
Music Analysis   
  Musical Examples 
    
  Listening Analysis 
    
Music composition/ improvisation   
  Notation Software 
    
  Arrange music 
    
   
Recording/ Manipulate    
  Midi/ Audio-Sequenzer 
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  Audio-Editor 
  Synthesizer 
    
  Audiograbbing/ Ripping 
    
  Podcasting/ Streaming 
Musical Performance Skills   
  Singing 
    
  Instrumental  

Table 1 Categorisation of music software 
 
Fundamentals skills of music 
 
Most existing programs related to Music Education have concentrated on activities such as teaching Music 
Notation or performing “aural tests” involving recognition and dictation of rhythm patterns, musical intervals, 
melody patterns, chord qualities and harmonic progressions (Hofstetter, 1988). 
 
Music Analysis 
 
Music analysis deals with the determination of the constituent elements of a musical structure and the 
investigation of the functions of these elements within that structure (Bent, 1987).  
The applications are used to test music theories (Baker, 1989a,b; Robbie, 1994), to check the authorship of 
musical pieces (Gross, 1975), or even to identify where in musical pieces established rules were observed or 
broken (Blombach, 1981). 
 
Computers in music analysis are typically used for event counting, sorting, pattern recognition and statistical 
analysis (Alphonce, 1980). All programs recognise occurrences of pitches, notes values, intervals and also 
patterns and combinations of the previous musical elements. 
 
Music Composition/ Improvisation 
 
Into this category some types of software which support the process of composition and improvisation are 
included. This was first of all notation software, software to arrange music. 
A famous representative of the group of notation software is “Finale Notepad 2007”, which is a free version 
with limited staff and notation capabilities. Though free, in most cases this software may be adequate for the 
purposes of music teaching.  
 
To compose and arrange music “Band in a Box” is a well-known tool, which has also been used as a teaching 
tool by some music teachers, who see it as way to make lessons more interactive, realistic, and perhaps more 
fun. Band-in-a-Box is a MIDI music arranger software package for Windows and MAC OS. Given the chords, 
the program automatically generates a complete and professional-quality arrangement of piano, bass, drums, 
guitar and strings, in many popular styles. A simple arrangement can be created from scratch quickly: after 
entering chords (e.g. typing Cmaj7, Dm, or Bb6), the user selects a style and presses the play button. Styles, 
the key in which the music is played, tempo, choice of instruments, and choice of harmonies can all be 
changed with the click of the mouse to suit the user. (Wikipedia) 
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Recording/ Manipulate 
 
Audioeditor 
There is a lot of software to record and to edit audio information available.  Even the possibilities to use this 
type of software are very variegated. One can use it as an CD-Player, as an Wave-Recorder, for export into 
mp3 format, for editing  audio or also to produce podcasts.   
 
The most famous representative free software in this field is “Audacity”. You can use Audacity with these 
features:   
 

- Importing and exporting WAV, AIFF, MP3 (via the LAME MP3 Encoder, downloaded separately), 
Ogg Vorbis, and other file formats  

- Recording and playing sounds  
- Editing via Cut, Copy, Paste (with unlimited Undo)  
- Multi-track mixing  
- Digital effects and effect plug-ins. Additional effects can be written with Nyquist Amplitude envelope 

editing  
- Noise removal  
- Support for multichannel modes with sampling rates up to 100 kHz with 24 bits per sample  
- The ability to make precise adjustments to the audio's speed, while maintaining pitch, in order to 

synchronise it with video, run for the right length of time, etc.  
- Large array of plug-ins available  
- Multi-platform (works in Microsoft Windows, Linux) 

 
 
Midi/ Audio- Sequenzer 
If one wants to edit Midi and Audio data in conjuction with sounds and midi- instruments one will use an 
Midi/ Audio –Sequenzer. A number of powerful and free software may be found even in this field. This group 
of software offen has the following features:  

- Multitrack recording 
- Editing and mixing of music using Midi and digital audio 
- Audio effects like delay, reverb, change of pitch, volume and tempo 
- musical notation 
- software instruments 

 
A good suggestion for a Midi/ Audio-Sequenzer is “Logic Fun”, which is a free version of Logic Pro with 
limited capabilities 

 
 
Musical Performance 
 
The activities involved in the teaching of fundamentals of music may be viewed as supportive to the teaching 
of musical performance skills. These activities alone do not significantly improve the performance ability of 
the students (Swanwick, 1979). So, in the field of Musical Performances there are for example attempts to 
improve abilities such as “playing by ear” and using aural feedback to correct one’s own performance. In this 
case there is no need for previous knowledge of conventional music notation and the student is motivated 
through the engagement in a computer-based game. 
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A similar approach is also used for teaching the psycho-motor skills of piano playing. Its approach also relies 
on giving tutorial feedback on the accuracy of the novice’s piano 
performances, but some systems are supported by interactive video-disks of a human teacher and a matcher for 
comparing the student’s performance with pre-stored expert performances.  
 
Score-following techniques are used as a basis for detecting student errors, and the student model enables 
instruction to be tailored to the needs of the individual student. (Marcio Brandao; Geraint wiggins and Helen 
Pain). Such a software is The Piano Tutor, a research project developed in 1990 at the Carnegie Mellon 
University. The philosophy behind the project was to enhance piano teaching by using it as an assistant during 
practicing, emulating the teaching process. The performance analysis is based on a real-time polyphonic score 
following method, enabling automatic page turning and adaptation to tempo and score position 
(accompaniment). 
 
 
At the end of the report two appendices are presented with the above-mentioned categories of musical 
software (see Appendix III and IV).
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SECTION D: FEASIBILITY STUDY 
 
The aim of the present study is to strengthen that every institution involved in the PRELUDE project has the 
necessary support (human resources and material resources) in order to implement an IT platform that will 
better motivate the pupils’ and students’ interest in  learning music through IT methods and means.  

 
 

4.1. HISTORICAL APPROACH 
 
The eLearning initiative promoted and adopted by the UE member states at the European Council meetings 
held in Lisboa in March 2000 identifies four lines of action having prior claim to include the educational 
system within the Information Technology system: a. infrastructure and equipment upgrading; b. learning 
programs for all instruction levels; c. quality service and policy content development; d. permanent dialogue 
between pan-European educational institutions. 
 
In the conclusion report of the thematic debate “eLearning” which was held in 2002 in Bucharest, within the 
Pan European Regional Ministerial Conference (in preparation of the World Summit on Information Society) 
it is stated that “the integration of technology brings together educational methods, contents, services, new 
media, the Internet, and globally available information networks. As a consequence of globalization of the 
economic and labour markets, this implies full utilization of informational knowledge as well as its delivery on 
a global scale. While this characteristic feature of the end of the 20th century represents a profound change in 
the economic structure and markets, the education and training systems are not yet adequately prepared for 
that change.” 
A European working document reviewing the countries’ progress in implementing ICTs in the education 
system noticed that equipment is usually the first item on a policy-maker’s agenda. EU member states are, 
however, reporting that investing in equipment only, even to begin with, is bad policy. 
 
 
4.2. INTRODUCTION OF PARTNERS 
 
The partners involved in the PRELUDE Project are EA: Elinogermaniki Agogi (Greece); ILSP: Institute for 
Language and Signals Processing (Greece); ROH: Roehampton University (Great Britain); WALDING: 
Enterprise Jens Walding (Austria); SONIC: The Interactive Institute II AB (Sweden); TEHNE: Centre for 
Innovation and Development in Education (Romania); DIMA: Academia de Muzică “Gheorghe Dima” 
(Romania); SEK: Ciudalcampo (Spain); LeFo: Miksike Learning Folders (Estonia). The partners proceed from 
various areas of activity (higher education, innovation/development centre s, etc.) having in common the 
interest in Information & Communication Technology (ICT). The Project will be run over a period of three 
years, the first year dealing with the analysis of the involved factors’ needs, special emphasis being placed on 
the target group (teaching staff), as well as on the existing methods, implementation  and tools on the ICT 
market. The proper execution of the project will be performed within the second and the third year structured 
as six months planning cycles. 
 
The project was conceived to stimulate the implementation of IT technologies within the teaching/learning 
process in music education, approaching the teaching staff as a target group, and pupils/students as an 
interested party.  
The project will be run over a period of three years, the first stage of the training program being scheduled for 
October 2007. The main “products” are the following: 
 

a)  creating a platform ( web page for personal projects, links connected to similar sites and libraries 
online), and a bulletin/newsletter (PRELUDE training platform); 
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b) editing a guide of good practice issued in electronic and classic format, which will be disseminated 
among all interested people, preferably in PDF format because it  enables the keeping of the original 
visual shape of the article (PRELUDE guide of good practice); 

c) editing a CD containing this guide, as well as the latest edition of the project’s web page (PRELUDE 
CD-ROM); 
 

The need for such products was revealed by research methods using interview and questionnaire 
investigations. The following are the evaluation tools applied: 
 

a) interviews held with the selected teachers (teachers of theory and musical instruments); the involved 
partners are EA, SEK, DIMA, MIKSIKE, SONIC, ROH; 

b) two questionnaires applied to 25 teachers; the first questionnaire comprises  12 questions focusing on 
the evaluation of ICT degree, and the second having 10 questions aiming at identifying the evolution 
trend of IT technologies in the following five years. In this activity participate EA, SEK, DIMA, 
MIKSIKE, SONIC; 

c) creation of a table concerning the music education system in the partners’ countries. 
 
      In the “information era”, the best in every field of activity is considered to be the one who has access in 

the shortest time to the necessary information. That means that we all need the best infrastructure, the most 
prepared people in order to use the online resources and to find the proper way to the proper results.  

In order to achieve the best result, the PRELUDE project needs a strong infrastructure in every 
institution involved in developing this platform, from the “hard” part (networks, computers, programmes, 
special equipment etc.) to the “soft” part (the people involved, teachers and students). It is not enough to have 
the best equipment ever if your team does not know how to use it and it is not enough, again, to have the best 
prepared people if the necessary materials are missing or don’t have the quality needed.  

That is why we chose to analyze every institution involved in the implementation of the PRELUDE 
Project, in order to find out if they have the necessary standards imposed by this kind of project. 

 
Roehampton University (Great Britain) established as a strategic priority to offer a high-quality space 

and facilities ( 99% availability of technological and network system for the time period 2000-2006, high 
levels of access to electronic resources both within the campus and remotely, 100% of students bedrooms 
networked, 1:10 ratio of students to open access computers).   That is why the university has, at this moment, a 
performed Learning Resources Centre, structured on: 

• Special Services for Students; 
• Library and Learning Resources; 
• Services for Staff; 
• Computing Facilities. 

Some of the services are free of charge, for others a fee is charged. But one of the most important 
aspects regarding the IT Facilities is the Media Services which offers assistance and advice for staff and 
students who wish to use a variety of Graphics, Desk Top Publishing and Media Software and Hardware in 
connection with their project work and courses.  
 The university offers also a personal account and password for staff and students in order to access 
some online resources (eg. Library, eLearning Services using the standard or wireless network). In order to 
encourage the use of IT technology, the University has an IT Service, Laptop for Loan Service, offers 
Software Support, 1-to-1 coaching, and training courses (for Undergraduate students, PhD, Research, and 
Staff). 
 
 The Music Academy “Gheorghe Dima” (Romania) has one of the best computer networking, covering 
all departments, in the academic field of Cluj-Napoca: 2 access points with 24/6 workstations T1 and optical 
fibre network and internet connection, revealing a proper technological base (internet, computers), access of 
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teaching staff and of pupils to internet in a percent of 100, demonstrating satisfactory knowledge in IT 
operational technologies. There is a Multimedia and Electronic music laboratory beside the e-Learning unit of 
the department of Continuing Education and Distance Learning. For the moment, the mail server has been 
closed, but till the beginning of the implementation of the PRELUDE platform, the mailing service is expected 
to be functional again.  
 The university is equipped with Mobile Video conference system, high quality audio equipment (Mp3 
players, MIDI controllers, DVD and CD players, audio and video tapes).  Even though ICT training for 
teachers is not provided, the professors involved in the educational system have sufficient ICT knowledge. In 
the academic curricula, a course on Musical Informatics is provided to students. 
 
 Elinogermaniki Agogi is partner in different international projects in the fields of pedagogy and 
educational technology, communicates and closely collaborates with the best known European universities and 
research institutes. The Greek institution is well equipped, having internet access to all the working stations 
(250 Ethernet sockets and 150 PCs operational), using switched Ethernet, WiFi and Fiber Optic backbone. The 
students don’t have email addresses on the institutional server, but this aspect does not stop the students to use 
the ICT infrastructure during their academic instruction process and, more important, ICT is used to enhance 
teaching in almost all disciplines and the school serves as the test bed for innovative use of ICT in education. 
The percentage of ICT literate staff is over 70%, which represents the average, but this situation is expected to 
be improved because teachers receive in-service training from the state and from the educational institution. 
Like in other countries, the students are good in using computers as instruments of play and sometimes they do 
not have the necessary amount of knowledge in using the computer as an instrument helping to find 
information, to support the courses. That is why the students enrolled in Elinogermaniki Agogi are taught 
according to the state’s curriculum. In order to facilitate the teaching-learning process, the technical 
department in the R&D supports the production of relevant material. 
 

Ciudalcampo (SEK-Ciudalcampo) School was inaugurated in 1975, offering facilities like Aulas 
Inteligentes with library and resource centres, ICT rooms, arts and crafts room, and three music rooms. At this 
moment, the ICT room is equipped with 25 computers, but the access to internet is permitted with password 
only. The connection is made through ADSL support. All the students, no matter the level, have ICT classes 
every week, as it is previewed in the curricula, learning from the basic elements on the computer (how to make 
their own email accounts) to sending their homework through email. The students/pupils use the computers 
twice a week, using the Internet and software in English and Spanish Science, having the opportunity not only 
to improve their ICT knowledge, but also their proficiency in a foreign language.  Unfortunately, the 
institution does not provide ICT training for teachers, hoping that the ICT level which has been achieved by 
teachers (outside the school or before their employment) is quite high, but teachers had the opportunity of 
participating in a distance course through internet (the basic level).  

 
 Miksike Learning Folders has worked in Estonia with "Open source" educational publishing and online 
support for regular schools since 1994.  Miksike gives away more than 25 000 worksheets in HTML, Miksike 
servers get about 100 000 page views per schooldays, eWorksheets and offers a variety of collaborative 
learning services to facilitate students in constructing their knowledge, hosts learning environments in 
different languages. Practically, all its activities are using internet or are online, the institution itself is a web-
based educational environment, and it can be accessed from everywhere by everybody. That is why the 
percentage of teachers and students having access to internet is 100%.  . The “hard” infrastructure is sustained 
by internet servers (FDDI, offices and workplaces – ADSL is used with Ethernet and WiFi connections). Due 
to its online profile (their “bread daily”) the institution offers special courses for teachers, help-files and 
explanations to every online activity.  
 
The conclusions that can be drawn from this short survey on the infrastructure of the institutions involved in 
PRELUDE Platform, are: 
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• At this moment, all the institutions are well equipped with computers (the number is related to their 
specific needs and number of people involved in the teaching-learning process), internet connection, 
audio-video materials. 

• Teachers have a sufficient level of ICT knowledge and, where needed, specific measures have been 
taken in order to increase the number of users and improve the quality; 

• Courses for students are offered in order to improve their computer skills and to increase the time of 
using the technology in academic purposes. 

 
It must be emphasized that the survey on the infrastructure of the institutions involved in PRELUDE Platform 
must be linked with the presentation of ICT implementation in Estonia, Greece and Romania. The national 
strategies of ICT implementation direct their attention to the secondary education system only; however, this 
system is compulsory until an age limit- pupils of 16 years old- in all countries participating in the consortium. 
Regarding the higher education institutions, it is their task to provide the technical equipment (working 
stations for laboratories,  INTERNET connection, intranet network, ICT introduction into curricula, etc.) and 
to purchase educational software, or to get involved in research projects with other institutions, in order to 
develop implementation programs that would fulfil their needs in their area of activity and illustrated by 
PRELUDE. 
 
As it was showed, the partners of the consortium coming from an educational environment revealed a proper 
technological base (INTERNET, computers), access of teaching staff and of pupils to INTERNET in a percent 
of almost 100% (Lefo-Estonia), and of 100% in Romania (Dima-Romania), demonstrating satisfactory 
knowledge in IT operational technologies. 
 
There are cases when the user receives an e-mail address with an official tag (for instance, ....@miksike.ee), or 
from technical reasons the user cannot have an institutional account, so that he/she uses a personal address. 
Anyhow, it was noted that the e-mail is an extensively used means of communication, appreciated for its 
“informality”. This means of communication seems to encourage the exchange of ideas between teacher ↔ 
pupil/student, partner ↔ partner. E-mailing is preferred mainly by the Open Distance Education System where 
is considered to be the main channel of information communication and even a major source of information 
(for instance, course support for theoretical subjects). 
 
The online method is more desirable because logistically it is supported by schools/universities, materials can 
be posted on electronic group even if the user is not online. Within institutions, the access to INTERNET is 
facilitated by the equipment of a laboratory of informatics with several access stations. 
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4.3. IMPLEMENTATION CONTEXT 
  
The following table summarizes the information collected from the institutions involved in the project 
regarding the infrastructure, accessibility, literacy and usage of ICT in schools. (see Appendix V, the School 
Infrastructure Questionnaire) 
 
Table 1 
ICT context Spain Greece Estonia Sweden Romania 
General 
description of 
ICT 
infrastructure in 
institutions 

ICT room with 
25 computers 

Switched 
Ethernet, WiFi 
and Fiber optic 
backbone, File, 
Mail, Printing, 
SQL, Web 
hosting and 
WiFi hotspot 
services 

http://miksike.ee/ 
web-based 
educational 
environment   

800 students, 200 
employees. 
Education in 
music, sound 
engineering and 
media 
 

a computer 
network 
covering all 
departments 

Configuration of 
the university-
wide Intranet 

- All of our 
workstations 
have internet 
access 

Miksike hosts 
learning 
environemnts in 
different 
languages 

The school is 
connected to the 
Swedish university 
network, SUNET, 
with 1Gbit 
capacity (fiber). 

N/A 
 

Percentage on 
how many 
teacher and 
students can 
access the 
internet 

100% but with 
a password 

(A) 100 % (B) 
N/A 

100% 100% of both 
teachers and 
students can access 
the university 
intranet from 
inside the 
university. The 
teachers can access 
the intranet from 
outside the 
university. 

a)80% teachers 
100% students 
b)10% teachers 
80% students 

Access points 
and links, 
number of PCs 

All students 
have ICT 
class. 
ADSL 
broadband 

250 Ethernet 
sockets  
150 PCs 
operational 

Miksike is 
accessible to 
everybody 
everywhere 

There are 1000 
access points in the 
university, at least 
2 for each room. 
The internal speed 
is 100Mbit. 400 
computers are 
accessible for 
students and 
employees. 

2 access points 
with 24 / 6 
workstations 
T1 connection 

Percentage of 
students who 
have an email 
address from 
school server 

In ICT class 
children learn 
how  to make 
their own 
emails and 
homework is 
delivered 
through e-
mail. 

None of our 
students have 
email address 
from our mail 
server 
 

All interested 
people can 
register with 
their own email 
addresses. Only 
administrators 
get addresses 
with miksike.ee 

100% of the 
students have an 
university email 
address. They get 
the address when 
they start their 
education at the 
university. 
 

The mail server 
has been closed. 
Students use 
personal e-mail 

Connections to 
external 
networks 

ADSL  2 Mbits over 
Fiber Optic 
 

Internet servers – 
FDDI, offices 
and workplaces - 
ADSL is used 

The connection the 
external network is 
fiber-based and 
1Gbit. There is 

Mobile Video 
conference 
system. 
T1 and optical 
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with Ethernet 
and WiFi 
connections  

equipment for 
video conference in 
a big 
meeting/conference 
room. 200 seats. 

fiber 
network/internet 
connection 

The average ICT 
literacy level of 
the 
school/university 
staff 

The level of 
staff depends 
on what they 
have managed 
to achieve 
outside of 
school 

The percentage 
of ICT literate 
staff is over 
70%, it’s above 
average 
 

100% Each staff member 
has his own 
computer 
connected the 
internet/intranet. 

Teachers have 
ICT skills 

The current use 
of ICT in 
teaching and 
learning 

Children come 
to computers 
twice a week, 
using the 
Internet and 
software in 
English and 
Spanish 
science 
(Conocimiento 
del Medio) 

ICT is used to 
enhance 
teaching in 
almost all 
disciplines and 
our school 
serves as the 
test bed for 
innovative use 
of ICT in 
education 

This is our bread 
daily 

In media and sound 
engineering the 
computer is the 
mail tool. In music 
education the 
computer is also 
important as a 
supporting device. 

Power-point 
presentations, 
Video 
presentations, 
Mp3 based-
auditions and 
MIDI 
controllers, 
audio and video 
tapes, CDs and 
DVDs, web 
courses with on-
line evaluation 
and a 
videoconference 
system. 
 

The training of 
teachers and 
students in the 
use of ICT at a 
technical and 
pedagogical 
level organized 

Teachers took 
part in a 
distance 
course through 
the internet at 
a basic level 
and children 
have a specific 
computer 
lesson every 
week 

Teachers 
receive in-
service training 
from the state 
and from our 
educational 
institution. 
Students are 
taught 
according to the 
state’s 
curriculum  

Special courses 
for teachers, 
help-files and 
explanations to 
providing every 
online activity 

Five years ago the 
university had a 
basic ICT course 
for all the 
employees. Today 
this is done when 
there is a need on 
an individual basis. 
 

No ICT training 
for teachers,  
a course on 
Musical 
Informatics for 
students 

Facility/expert 
unit supporting 
teachers in the 
production of 
CAL material 

No Yes, there is a 
technical dept 
in the R&D 
supporting the 
production of 
relevant 
material. 

Yes and it 
supports both 
learners and 
teachers. 

No 
 

There is an 
electronic 
platform 

How is research 
on ICT in 
education being 
developed 

No Ellinogermaniki 
Agogi 
communicates 
and closely 
collaborates 
with the best 
known 
European 
universities and 
research 
institutes in the 
fields of 

Yes, Miksike 
itself 

Research is done in 
many areas (music 
pedagogy, sound 
technique, media 
communication) 
where ICT-use is a 
part when the tool 
is relevant. 

There is a 
Multimedia and 
electronic music 
laboratory 
beside the e-
Learning unit of 
the Department 
of Continuing 
Education and 
Distance 
Learning 
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pedagogy and 
educational 
technology 

Topics missed in 
this section 

- - - - - 

 
 
It must be emphasized that according to this brief presentation of ICT implementation in Estonia, Greece, 
Spain and in Romania, the national strategies of ICT implementation direct their attention to the secondary 
education system only; however, this system is compulsory until an age limit- pupils of 16 years old- in all 
countries participating to consortium. Regarding the higher education institutions, it is their task to provide the 
technical equipment (working stations for laboratories,  INTERNET connection, intranet network, ICT 
introduction into curricula, etc.) and to purchase educational software, or to get involved in research projects 
with other institutions, in order to develop implementation programs that would fulfill their needs in their area 
of activity and illustrated by PRELUDE. 
 
The partners of the consortium coming from an educational environment revealed a proper technological base 
(INTERNET, computers), access of teaching staff and of pupils to INTERNET in a percent of almost 100% 
(Lefo-Estonia), and of 100% in Romania (Dima-Romania), demonstrating satisfactory knowledge in IT 
operational technologies. 
 
There are cases when the user receives an e-mail address with an official tag (for instance, ....@miksike.ee), or 
from technical reasons the user cannot have an institutional account, so that he/she uses a personal address. 
Anyhow, it was noted that the e-mail is an extensively used means of communication, appreciated for its 
“informality”. This means of communication seems to encourage the exchange fo ideas between teacher ↔ 
pupil/student, partner ↔ partner. E-mailing is preferred mainly by the Open Distance Education System where 
is considered to be the main channel of information communication and even a major source of information ( 
for instance, course support for theoretical subjects). 
 
The online method is more desirable because logistically it is supported by schools/universities, materials can 
be posted on electronic group even if the user is not online. Within institutions, the access to INTERNET is 
facilitated by the equipment of a laboratory of informatics with several access stations. 
 
 
4.4. COST-BENEFIT RATIO 
 
The partners showed the existence of sufficient IT equipment (computers, INTERNET, video-conference 
system, MP3 player, MIDI – controllers etc.). For the moment, all these tools constitute a sufficient support 
for the use of the PRELUDE platform, no matter the page web lodging, the use of the good practice guide or 
of CDs. All these tools will stimulate the student’s increasing interest in the individual preparation through IT 
techniques. It can be stated that the cost-benefit ratio (on a financial level) explains the investment/funding of 
such a complex platform like PRELUDE. 
 
But the most justifiable financing factor is the special music contribution to the life of each individual, 
accompanying his gradual development, from speaking, listening, reading and writing to his full 
accomplishment as a human being.  
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SECTION E: FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
 

There is no doubt that technology has become more and more prevalent in schools all over the world. And 
there are still many exciting develops in the area of music technology on the horizon.  However, it is essential 
to remember that technology is a tool, and as with any teaching tool it should be carefully evaluated to 
determine its effectiveness in meeting the teachers’ goals.   
   
The benefits of using ICT in the education process are both in the manifold instruction opportunities it offers 
and in the transformation of relationships between learners, teachers and the learning equipment.  
 
Teachers are crucial to the successful use of ICT. They should be required, and should be positively 
encouraged to assume new roles and responsibilities if ICT is effectively applied to enhance teaching and 
learning quality. Initial teacher education for all teachers should include compulsory ICT training to an 
adequate level of competences and skills. The main continuing need for teachers should relate to developing 
ways of even more fully and appropriately integrating ICT use into their existing teaching/learning programs 
and in particular within that, to developing ways of optimizing the level of cognitive/creative challenge 
involved in the students' use of ICT and devising appropriate and valid methods for assessing or evaluating 
student achievements as demonstrated during the course of such use. 
 
Overall, there is much to be learned from the experience of teachers who have made use of ICT to improve 
learning and standards within their subject. In some cases, this has been achieved against the odds where 
personal initiative has led to developments in the use of ICT within their department. In other cases, 
developments have been part of a coherent, whole-school approach.  
 
There is a consensus that the effective and widespread use of information and communications technology has 
great potential for enhancing learning opportunities and its quality.   
 

How can the use of ICT raise standards in music? 
 
According to this research, ICT can be used as a tool to support teachers in accomplishing the following tasks:  

 

• improving the lesson design through learning platforms;  

• developing tools and resources supporting the creation of a strategic vision for teaching and learning;  

• engaging and motivating pupils to access online the learning resources; 

• providing opportunities for pupils to learn in alternative and challenging ways, using a wide range of sources 
of information and techniques to support critical thinking; 

• enabling both collaborative and individual work; 

• providing pupils with access to sources of information relevant to a particular enquiry by searching websites 
on the internet; 

• helping pupils to investigate musical alternatives by means of sequencers; 

• enabling pupils to improve their compositional skills through the use of sequencers; 

• helping pupils to review, refine, redraft and modify work in progress;  

• assisting pupils to refine their performances and present them more effectively and in different ways; 
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Common barriers: 

• restricted access to computers in departments, e.g., where equipment is located mainly in ICT rooms 
and is used mainly for teaching of ICT as a subject; 

• lack of time to work with or explore resources; 

• cost of software, INSET providers; 

• unsupportive senior management team, poor strategic planning; 

• lack of technical support (budgets); 

• fear of failure; 

• treadmill of continual upgrading of hardware or software. 

 Common enablers: 

• creativity and good practice; 

• clear entitlement and dissemination; 

• sharing good practice; 

• strategic leadership allowing good practice to be widespread rather than localized; 

• ICT built into strategic planning agenda; 

• knowing about ICT in a subject context- what really works and is appropriate for ICT in that subject; 

• embedding ICT in schemes of work; 

• teachers willing and able to use ICT; 

• use of website and internet with access at home; 

• availability of technicians and support staff; 

• provision of laptops and hardware; 

• integrating ICT into subject environment via laptop trolleys; 

• school INSET day; 

• NGfl, e-Learning Credits.   
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I. Synthesis of the musical education system of each country of the consortium 
 
LEVEL COUNTRY COMPUL-SORY TYPE of 

institution 
Teacher  

competence 
AGE MUSIC in the national curriculum Expected competences 

Pre-K  
State / Private 

0-3 CATALONIA No 

Kindergarten 
State / Private 

Rhythm initiation 
and songs 

3-6 

No specific number of hours Skills: pupils' discovery, understanding and control of their 
own bodies; pupils' observation and exploration of their 
immediate social, natural and family surroundings; increase of 
an independent behaviour in their usual activities; the 
development of adequate behavioural relationships in order to 
get the basic rules of coexistence; the development of oral 
expression and comprehension; to start reading and writing; 
and begin learning the basic mathematical operations; Musical 
expression 

GREECE No State 96% / 
Private 4% 

Music Education as 
compulsory subject 
in the teachers’ 
initial training on 
aspects such as 
singing, recorder 
playing, Orff 
instruments 

4-6 Music is part of the aesthetic development of 
the pre-school child and it is taught by the 
kindergarten teacher and not by specialist 
music teacher  

Pupils’ competences related to music education:  
- to develop the whole personality of the pre-school child, in 
psychomotor, socio-emotional, aesthetic, mental and ethical 
domain. 
- to develop the pupils’ divergent thinking 
- to discover and add new meaning to situations and objects, 
interacting both kinaesthetically and mentally by adopting a 
creative approach to art, theatre and music education 
- to connect music with the wider–human, natural or 
economic, environment 

ESTONIA No (From 2008  
the last year of 
pre-school 
education will be 
compulsory) 

State / Private Singing, 
instrumental and 
movement activities,   
games, 
improvisation 

1-7 Two lessons per week 
The framework curriculum is a basis for 
municipal and private childcare institutions for 
preparation of their own curriculum and it 
supports parents upon educating and 
developing their children at home. 

Musical expression through vocal and instrumental activities, 
movement and improvisation 

Music as integrative tool in reading and mathematical 
activities and developing of social skills 

ROMANIA No State / Private Vocal singing, 
musical games  

3-6 1 hour per week; national curriculum; music is 
taught by the kindergarten teacher 

Musical expression, singing, general familiarity with music 

Pre-
school 

SWEDEN No (but in practice 
Yes) 

State / private 
 
 
 
 
 
Music school 

No specific music 
competence 
required 
 
 
 
 
Suzuki violin 

1-6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4-5 

There is a national curriculum that in general 
terms describes the activity that has both 
nursing and pedagogic aspects. Music is 
mentioned as one of several ways to work 
with expression, communication and relations 
together with image, theatre, multimedia etc., 
as one of many ways of expression to 
develop. Used as both educational content 
and method. 

General familiarity with music, be able to and dare to sing and 
use music, dance, speech etc. for communication and 
expression 
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LEVEL COUNTRY COMPUL-
SORY 

TYPE of institution Teacher competence AGE MUSIC in the national curriculum Expected competences 

CATALONIA Yes State / Private Theorical music 
Musical note 
Flute 

6-12 Primary Education is the first compulsory stage in the 
system. It is divided into three cycles of two years 
duration each (6-8/ 8-10/10-12.) Teaching is organized 
around six compulsory areas, among them we have 
artistic education which includes music. In the 1st cycle 
students receive 140 hours and in the 2nd and 3rd cycle 
students receive 105 hours. 

Theorical music, Singing 

GREECE Yes State 93% / Private 7% Theory of music and/or teaching 
certificate in instrumental playing 
(specialist music teachers 
graduated from a music school) 

6-12 1 hour lesson per week as part of the aesthetic 
education (singing, musical meanings, recorder 
playing, occasional activities) 

Singing, recorder playing, rhythmic 
development, musical theory 

Yes 3 years (first stage of 
compulsory education)  

General music teaching - based 
on integration of concepts of 
Z.Kodaly, C.Orff, E.Jaques-
Dalcroze, R.Päts, H.Kaljuste, 
S.Suzuki (incl. recorder). Choral 
conducting, elements of drama 
and music therapy 

Each school prepares its curriculum on the basis of 
the national curriculum. No tuition is charged for 
studying in state and municipal schools of general 
education. 

Two lessons per week for music 

Music education has been quite 
conservative and oriented on tradition 
(singing). Elementary music reading 
writing skills, owning optional 
repertoire, emotional self-expression 
through singing, movement and 
instrument playing. 

ESTONIA 

No Afternoon music 
schools 
State/Municipal 

Instrumental competences 

7-10 

Instrumental music and musical theory Instrumental music 

Yes 
 

State / Private Singing; music is taught by the 
elementary teacher 

1 h. per week Singing, rhythmic development ROMANIA 

No Vocational:  
Music Schools (State) 

Instrumental and theoretical 
competences  

6-10 Musical instruments ( 2h)  musical theory (2h) Musical instruments and musical 
theory 

Primary 

SWEDEN Yes State / private The teacher’s competences varies 
widely between schools 

7-11 About 1h per week 
Music is an independent subject in the curriculum, but 
there are very few details but instead general guide 
lines. The details are in the end left to each teacher to 
decide. 
Music is generally not considered an important subject 
and given the non-detailed curriculum it is up each 
school to decide how much resources to give to music 

General familiarity with basic 
instruments and singing.  
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LEVEL COUNTRY COMPUL-

SORY 
TYPE of institution Teacher  

competence 
AGE MUSIC in the national curriculum Expected competences 

CATALONIA Yes State / Private Theoretical music 12-13 Theoretical music  
2 hours per week of Music (compulsory) 
on the first, second and third years; In the 
fourth year Music is optional and is only 
taught one hour a week 

Theoretical music 

Yes State 96% / Private 4% Specialist music teachers graduated 
from tertiary education. Musicology, 
music education, musical subjects 
(theory of music, instrumental playing)  

1 hour lesson per week (history of music, 
singing, occasional activities) 

Singing, history of music, instrumentation GREECE 

No State Music Gymnasium 
(established in 1988) 

Music theory, Greek traditional music, 
choir, instrumental tuition, music 
ensemble (it depends on whether the 
taught subject  is from European or 
traditional music area) 

12-15 Extended music curriculum in the 
afternoon cycle (17 hours per week in 
music theory and practice, Greek 
traditional music, choir, compulsory and 
elective instrumental tuition, music 
ensemble) 

Theoretical and instrumental music 

Yes 3+3 years (second and 
third stages of compulsory 
education) 

Music is mostly taught by special music 
teachers. General music teaching is 
based on methods by Riho Päts, Heino 
Kaljuste, Carl Orff, Zoltán Kodály etc 
World music (ethnomusic), music 
history, choral conducting, pedagogical 
competencies 

Two lessons per week (grade 4-5; One 
lesson per week (5 years, grades 6-9) 
Besides compulsory music lessons it is 
common in Estonia that every school has 
to have at least one or two choirs and 
music classes at several schools 

„Basic School Leaving Certificate” 
Performing (singing, playing instruments), 
composing (creating  musical improvisations, 
rhythmic and movement accompaniments), 
music listening and music history, world music 

ESTONIA 

No Afternoon music schools 
State/Municipal 

Instrumental competences 

11-16 

Instrumental music and musical theory Children's Music School Leaving Certificate 
Instrumental music 

Yes State / Private Singing, basic musical instruments, 
history of music, pedagogical 
competences 

1 hour per week Certificate/diploma awarded: “Certificat de 
Capacitate” 
Singing, basic musical instruments 

ROMANIA 

No Vocational:  
Music Schools (State) 

Instrumental and theoretical 
competences 

10-14 Musical instruments (2h),  musical theory 
(2h), history of music, harmony, choir, 
chamber music 

+ Vocational Education Certificate 
Musical instruments and musical theory 

State / private general Varies widely between schools 12-15 About 1h per week General familiarity with basic instruments and 
singing.  

Lower Secondary 
Education 
(Gymnasium) 

SWEDEN Yes 

State / private with special 
music classes 

Varies widely between schools 11-15 Pedagogic education with focus on folk 
music 

At the end of  the 9th year of study study the 
student shall be able: 
 - to use her voice in unison an harmony 
singing 
- participate in play together in a group with 
melody, rhythm and chords  
- creating and improvising 
- to apply concepts central to the subject  
- have knowledge about various forms of 
musical expressions 
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LEVEL COUNTRY COMPUL-

SORY 
TYPE of institution Teacher competence AGE MUSIC in the national curriculum Expected competences 

CATALONIA Yes State / Private History of Music 14-16 History of Music History of Music. Technician certificate 
State 95% / Private 5% Specialist music teachers 

graduated from tertiary 
education. Musicology, 
music education, musical 
subjects (theory of music, 
instrumental playing)  

1 hour per week for the first year only History of music GREECE No 

State Music Lyceum Theory of music, 
instrumental music, 
hymnology, history of Greek 
traditional and contemporary 
music 

15-18 
The music cycle syllabus is separated into three 
groups of subjects: compulsory (theory of music), 
elective/compulsory subjects (instrumental tuition), 
free electives (history of music, hymnology, history 
of Greek traditional and contemporary music)  

Theory of music, instrumental music, 
hymnology, history of Greek traditional 
and contemporary music 

general secondary 
education  
State / Private 

General music teaching is 
based on music history and 
singing 

One lesson per week Secondary School Leaving Certificate 
Performing (singing, playing 
instruments), composing (creating  
musical improvisations, rhythmic and 
movement accompaniments), music 
listening and music history 

ESTONIA No 

Secondary vocational 
education  
(State) Music colleges, 
Music high schools 

Instrumental and theoretical 
competences 

17-19 

Musical instruments and musical theory, choir 
conductor  

+ Certificate on Acquiring Secondary 
Vocational Education Based on Basic 
Education 
Instruments and musical theory 

Yes (only  
two years) 

State / Private Singing, basic musical 
instruments, history of 
music, pedagogical 
competences 

1 hour per week - singing, musical audition, history 
of music  

Certificate/diploma awarded: High School 
Diploma 
 Singing 

ROMANIA 

No Vocational: Secondary 
School of Music (State) 

Instrumental and theoretical 
competences 

14-18 

Musical instruments ( 2h)  musical theory (2h), 
history of music, harmony, choir, chamber music  

 Vocational Education Certificate 
Musical instruments and musical theory 

State / private general  16-18 No, in principle no music courses at all  

Upper 
Secondary 
Education 
(Lyceum) 

SWEDEN No (but  
in practice  
Yes 

State / private preparatory 
and vocational 

Varies widely between 
schools 

16-18 Several different courses Preparatory for university studies 
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LEVEL COUNTRY COMPUL-SORY TYPE of institution Teacher competence AGE MUSIC in the national curriculum Expected 

competences 
- State: Conservatorio:  
Professional 
Intermediate  

Musical Instruments 14+ Musical Instruments - Musical 
Instruments and 
Pedagogy 

CATALONIA No 

- Professional Music 
Education Establishments - 
States 

 16-18 4 hours/week 
In general school music is optional 

- Téchnico superior 
certificate 

Private: Conservatories 
 
 
 
State: University Department 
of Music  

Instrument, Voice and Theory 
 
 
All music specialties 

Degrees on instrumental or theoretical studies. 
Compulsory subjects for a degree are music 
theory, harmony, music history, music analysis 
and two years of teaching practice (without any 
theoretical modules on music education) 

Instrumental 
performer, Singer 
Professional 
qualification in 
music 

State Highest (academical) 
[AEI] and technical [TEI] 
institutions 
 Department for Musical 

Studies (AEI) 

Expert teachers in all music 
subjects 

Five cycles in the syllabus (general subjects, 
musicological subjects, music educational 
subjects, musical subjects and practical 
assignments) 

Bachelor/ 
Master/ 
Doctorate on 
musicology or music 
education 

 Department of Music 
and Sciences 

Expert teachers in all music 
subjects 

Five cycles in the syllabus (general subjects, 
musicological subjects, music educational 
subjects, musical subjects and practical 
assignments) 

Bachelor/ 
Master/ 
Doctorate on music 
education or music 
performance 

 Department of Early 
Childhood Education 

Expert teachers in all music 
subjects 

 Music Education as compulsory subject Bachelor/ 
Master/ 
Doctorate in pre-
school education. 
As far as musical 
competencies are 
concerned: singing, 
recorder playing, 
Orff instruments 
playing, basic 
elements of theory 
of music 

Higher Education: 
Conservatoires 
(Music Schools) 
Music University 
Dept. of  Music 

GREECE No 

 Department of Primary 
Education 

Expert teachers in all music 
subjects 

5+ 
18+ 

 Music Education as elective subject Bachelor/ 
Master/ 
Doctorate in primary 
education. Musical 
competencies are 
elective 
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• Department of Music 
Technology (TEI) 

Expert teachers in all music 
subjects 

• Compulsory subjects on music technology, 
elective subjects on music education 

Bachelor on music 
technology. Theory 
of music 

State: Universities 
Departments of Music, 
Music Academy 

Expert teachers 19+ professional higher education 
 

Bachelor 
Master 
Doctorate 

ESTONIA No 

Teachers training 
Seminar/College  
Departments of preschool 
and primary education  
Department social and youth 
work 

Elementary skills for providing 
musical activities 

18+ In most institutions there are possibility to attend 
the choir. 

Teachers training 
Seminar/College  
Departments of 
preschool and 
primary education  
Department social 
and youth work 

ROMANIA No State 
Music Academy,  
Music University  

Expert teachers:  
Music teachers, Musicologist, 
Conductors, Composers, 
Instrumental performers, 
Singers 

18+ No national curriculum Bachelor 
Master 
Doctorate 

SWEDEN No Municipality / private, 
voluntary education in 
parallel with compulsory 
educations 
Royal Music Academy 

Varies, but generally well 
educated teachers 
Expert teachers 

15+ 
 
 
 
18+ 

No national curriculum 
Folk music, jazz, pop and rock.  
 
 
Sound engineering and designing, music 
composition for tv, film and multimedia and even 
radio and tv journalists. 

Mainly instrumental 
and singing skills  
Bachelor 
Master 
Doctorate 
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SSttrruuccttuurree  ooff  tthhee  EEnngglliisshh  MMuussiiccaall  EEdduuccaattiioonnaall  SSyysstteemm  
  

LEVEL COMPULSORY TYPE of 
institutions 

AGE MUSIC in the 
national curriculum 

CERTIFICATE 

Pre-school 
 

No State / independent 3-5 No min / max time 
imposed 

No 

Yes State schools Key Stage 1 

No independent 
schools 

5-7 

No min / max time 
imposed, but 1hr per week 
suggested in “Excellence 
and Education” 

No 

Yes State schools Key Stage 2 
No Independent 

schools 
7-11 

No min / max time 
imposed, but 1hr per week 
suggested in “Excellence 
and Education” 

No 

Yes  State schools Key Stage 3 

No Independent 
schools 

11-14 
No min / max time 
imposed 

No, but statutory reporting of levels of 
attainment to the government 

No State schools Key Stage 4 
No Independent 

schools 
14-16 

No min / max time 
imposed 

General Certificate in Secondary Education 
(GCSE), BTEC diploma 

Key Stage 5 No Schools & colleges 
(state or 
independent) 16-19 

No min / max time 
imposed 

Advanced Subsidiary level (AS) , Advanced 
level (A level) BTEC level 3 diploma 
A limited number of colleges offer the 
International Baccalaureate Diploma (IB) 

 
School year pre-school education covering the 3-5 year old age group.  This type of education is provided in government registered institutions 
that may also be private.  Attendance is optional and government funding in the form of vouchers is provided by the government for a certain 
amount of sessions per week dependent upon the age of the child.  Not all nurseries and pre-schools accept the vouchers and the rules covering 
private nurseries are due to change in April 2007.  All institutions are regularly inspected by the government and have to follow the statutory 
‘curriculum for the foundation stage’ (published May 2000). Download from  www.qca.org.uk/downloads/5585_cg_foundation_stage.pdf  .Music is 
taught under the area ‘creative development’. 
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Compulsory education starts from the term immediately after a child’s fifth birthday and continues to the end of the school year in which a child is 
16 years old.  It is free up to the end of Key Stage 5 in state schools and colleges.   
It is divided into 5 stages:  
Foundation stage (to the end of the school year when the child is 5) 
Key Stage 1 (years 1 and 2, ages 5 to 7)   www.nc.uk.net/nc/contents/Mu-1--POS.html  
Key Stage 2 (Years 3 to 6, ages 7 to 11)   www.nc.uk.net/nc/contents/Mu-2--POS.html  
Key Stage 3 (Year 7 to 9, ages 11 to 14)   www.nc.uk.net/nc/contents/Mu-3--POS.html  
Key Stage 4 (years 10 and 11, ages 14 to 16)  
 
Music is a compulsory foundation subject within the curriculum up to the end of Key Stage 3 following the passing of the Education Reform Act 
1988.  The National Curriculum for Music must be taught to all state-educated pupils.  www.ncaction.org.uk/subjects/music/index.htm .  ICT must 
be incorporated into the curriculum in all subjects.  Throughout Key Stages 1-5, the curriculum incorporates the interrelated areas of performing, 
composing, listening and appraising. 
 
Specific scheme of work are published for each Key Stage;  
the schemes for Key Stage 1 and 2 can be downloaded from    www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/schemes2/music/?view=get   
and key stage 3 can be downloaded from www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/schemes2/secondary_music/?view=get  
 
 
Primary schools usually educate pupils from ages 5 to 11 and secondary schools from ages 11 to 16.  Most secondary schools are non-selective; 
however in a few areas Grammar schools admit pupils from an 11+ examination, with the remainder of pupils attending comprehensive schools.  
There are currently 164 selective grammar schools in England.  Secondary schools can apply for a ‘Specialist Status’ in a number of subjects and 
specialisms in music, performing arts or arts are available.  (see www.specialistschools.org.uk ) These schools may select up to 10% of their intake 
from pupils with an aptitude for their particular specialism. Currently, around 90% of schools in England are the responsibility of the Specialist 
Schools and Academies Trust, including Grammar Schools and City Academies.   This follows the School Standards and Framework Act (Chapter 
2 sections 99 to 103). 
For the final two years of compulsory education, pupils choose whether or not to continue studying music in school and either study for the General 
Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) examination in music or expressive arts, where music may be an incorporated module.   This change 
follows the Education Reform Act (1988). 
Key Stage 5 (16-19 year) is taught either in schools, 6th form colleges or colleges of further education.  Advanced Subsidiary (AS) level and 
Advanced Level (A-level) courses in music or music technology.  BTEC (Business and Technology Education Council) courses are also available 
in creative and performing arts and music technology. 
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NB all GCSE and A level options and equivalents change from Sept 2007, when new vocational courses will be launched. 
 A National Qualifications Framework exists for all accredited qualification and more information on this can be accessed at 
www.qca.org.uk/493_15772.html
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II. Questionnaire addressed to music teachers of the consortium  
 
 
 

 
 

Thank you taking part in this project by completing this questionnaire. Your responses will help us to 

identify and understand your immediate training needs with regard to music and technology. This 

information will help us to develop new training approaches and materials which will benefit all music 

teachers. Thank you in advance for your help. 

 
 

To begin, we would welcome some information about you. 
 
1. Could you please indicate your age range  
 
Between 22 - 34 
 
 

Between 35 - 44 Between 45 - 54 Over 55 

 
And what stage of education do you currently teach ?   __________________ 
 
 Are you        
 
Male 
 
 

Female 

 
 Where do you live? ______________________ 
 
  
2. Can you briefly tell us about your musical interests ? (Choral, playing etc.)  
 
 
 
3. Could you indicate how long you have been teaching music class music 
 
1-5 years 
 
 

6 -10 years 11 - 15 
years 
 
 

16 – 20 
years 
 

21 – 25 
years 

Over 25 
years 

 
4. Do you own or have access to a computer yourself ? Yes / No     PC / MAC 
 
5. Do you have use of a computer at school ?    Yes / No  PC / MAC 
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6. Approximately how often do you use these computers?  
 At least once 

each day 
At least 
twice each 
week 

At least 
once each 
week 

Less than once 
each week 

Your 
home PC 

    

PC at 
school  

    

 
7. What do you use your computer for ? Please indicate your most frequent use with a ‘1’ – your second 
most frequent use with a ‘2’ and so on. Please indicate any you do not use with a ‘X’   
 Home School  Home School 
Database 
 

  Telephone / 
instant 
messaging 

  

Spread 
sheet 
 

  Word 
Processing 

  

Presentations 
 

  Internet   

E- mail 
 

  Other   

Listening to 
music 

  Downloading 
music 

  

Copying CD’s   AUDIO 
RECORDING 

  

Multitracking / 
Sequencing 
music 

  Notation 
packages 

  

Photography / 
video storage 
& editing 

  Web storage 
space 

  

 
8. Which of the following advantages and disadvantages do you feel music technology contributes to 
music teaching. Please circle all that apply. 
 Learning notation           Increase student motivation  Research 
 
Makes practice of basic skills more interesting  Removes feeling  
 
 Technology improves my teaching but not the music  
 
Teaching becomes automated       Recording improves final product 
        
Introduces pupils to the real world of music Removes the musicianship 
 
Assists pupils composing  Record keeping         Expensive 
 
Too much like popular styles  Technology keeps changing 
 
Time consuming                    Assessment tool                      Sharing work 
 
9. How do you rate your own ability in using each of these technologies? 
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If ‘1’ = “ I know nothing “ and if ‘10’ = “ I am an expert” – give yourself a score against each technology. 
Also, tell us how good you feel you should be 
   
 How 

good I 
am 

How good I 
should be  

 How good I
am 

How good I 
should be 

Database 
 

  Telephone / 
instant 
messaging 

  

Spread 
sheet 
 

  Word 
Processing 

  

Presentations 
 

  Internet   

E- mail 
 

  Other   

Listening to 
music 

  Downloading 
music 

  

Copying CD’s   Sequencing 
music 

  

Multitracking 
music 

  Notation 
packages 

  

Photography / 
video storage 
& editing 

  Web storage 
space 

  

 
10. Thinking about technology in your music teaching and your music classroom. Could you indicate 
which of the following technologies you have access to and those which you use. Leave blank if they 
are unknown to you. 
 
 DVD Tape 

recorder 
Hi Fi MP3 Music 

Keyboard 
Video Multi 

track 
I have access 
to 

       

I use 
 

       

Pupils have 
access to and 
use 

       

 
 Mini 

disc 
Sequencer Interactive 

Whiteboard 
Drum 
machine 

Data 
Projector 

PC 

I have access 
to 

      

I use 
 

      

Pupils have 
access to and 
use 

      

 
 
Do you agree or disagree with the following statements:  
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11. There is little or no technology in my school   yes / no 
 
12. The school has technology but not for music lessons   yes / no 
 
13. It is very difficult to buy new equipment   yes / no 
 
14. My school is very supportive of new technology  yes / no 
 
15. We have very modern equipment to use in music  yes / no 
 
16. Music technology does not exist in my school            yes / no 
 
17. We have good broadband access to internet  yes / no 
 
18. We use e-learning credits to purchase software/hardware      
     yes / no 
 
How much do you agree with the following statements: 
 
19. I am confident with using technology in music lessons 
 
I agree    No opinion        I do not agree   

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
20. I would use more technology in my teaching if it was available 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
21. I am confident with what I use but there is a lot I do not know 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
22. I enjoy the challenge of new technologies  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
23. I struggle with new technologies 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
24. I actively seek out new technologies for use in music lessons 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
25. I purposely avoid using technology in music lessons 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
26. I think technology can be useful but music is better taught by a musician 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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27. I use music technology because the pupils enjoy it 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
28. I would be happy to receive further training on music technologies 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
29. Music technology is more suited to older pupils than younger pupils 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
30. I believe that music technology should be taught separately from music education 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
31. The parents of pupils would be supportive of more music technology 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
32. Other teachers would support the development of music technology 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
33. I use technology more for myself than for my teaching 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
34. Many of my pupils are using technology at home 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
35. Music technology should be part of the curriculum because pupils are using it at home 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
36. What are the biggest difficulties facing you at the moment – in terms of ICT in the music classroom?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
37. Could you rate your training requirements for music technologies. Number ’1’ = Very important, 2 = 
Quite important, 3 = not important .  
Friendly interface 
 

 Copy to CD  Mixing facilities  

Large musical 
database 

 Recording facilities  Inbuilt sounds  

Frame for music 
composition 

 Sequencing  Share / transfer 
work 
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Context for student 
self practice 

 Reasonable price  Broad range of 
musical examples 

 

Context for student 
self evaluation 

 Technical support  Student 
presentations 

 

Notation assistance 
 

 Training in school  Web storage  

 
38. Turning to music software, on which 5 software products would you be most interested in receiving 
training ? 
Notation 
package 

 Factual package e.g. lives 
of composers 

 Listening package 

Composition 
package 

 Skill practice package  World music package

Improvisation 
package 

 Sampling package  Musical games 

Assessment 
of musical 
skills 
package 

 Multi track recording 
package 

 Links to other 
curriculum subjects 

 
39. Please look at thelist below. In terms of improving your class music teaching - can you number 6 
items from the list below which would form your list of preferred / urgent  training needs. 1 = most 
needed 
 
a.Notation software    b. Multitrack recording /Sequencing/    
  
c. Web research    d. Evaluating hardware 
 
e. Presentations (e.g.power point) f. Web storage 
 
g. Word processing    h. Classroom organisation 
 
i. Using ICT effectivley   j. Data base (e.g excel) 
 
k. Cross curricular applications  l. Provision of resources 
 
m. Using ICT in class music  n. Training in basic IT skills 
 
o.Sound technology    p. Evaluating software 
 
40 . Do you have any further comments about music technology which you feel are not being heard or 
discussed?  Many thanks for your help. 
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III.  MUSICAL SOFTWARE A 
 

 Type Level Special Features Manufacturer Product Version Minimum System 
Requirements 

Guitar lessons Beginner 130 lessons,200 video 
clips,50 studies and songs, 
real audio, tuner,metronome 

Charanga Ltd Guitar coach N/A Win 3.1,95,98,2000, 
ME,NT,XP 
16MB RAM 

Electric Guitar 
lessons 

Beginner 150 lessons covering 
lead,200 video 
clips,rhythm,techniques and 
chords,9 famous songs 

Charanga Ltd Electric Guitar 
coach 

N/A Win 3.1,95,98,2000, 
ME,NT,XP 
16MB RAM 

Guitar chord/scale 
reference  

All levels  Workshop for all fretted 
instruments, includes 
multimedia music theory 
tutorials 

ChordWizard 
Software Pty Ltd 

ChordWizard 
Gold  

2.0  Win 95, 98, ME, NT4, 
2000, XP, Pentium 60 
MHz, 16 MB RAM, MIDI 
sound card 

G
U

IT
A

R
 

Sight reading Beginner Piano and guitar interface. 
Treble and bass clef. 

miniMusic BugBand N/A Palm OS 2.0 and 30k 
free 

Instrumental - 
guitar 

All levels University level guitar 
education 

SDG Soft Guitar Magic III PC, Pentium 233, CD-
ROM 

Electronic 
keyboard lessons 

Beginner Keyboard roll shows how to 
play, Music Coach checks 
your playing, Video Coach 
with over 50 clips 

Charanga Ltd Keyboard 
coach 

N/A Win 98,2000, ME,XP 
64MB RAM, Pentrium 
PC 233MHz or faster 

Piano skill 
development 

Beginner Introduction to basic piano 
skills such as note reading 
and piano key names 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc. 

Early Keyboard 
Skills 

1.5  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, Mac OS 7.1 or 
higher, 8 MB RAM. MIDI 
is optional 

Sight-reading piano 
skills  

Beginner Implements concepts of 
sight-reading using MIDI 
keyboard 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc. 

Echos  3.0  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, MIDI 
keyboard. 

Piano skill 
development  

Beginner Review piano arpeggio 
performance fingerings to 
increase performance skills.  
 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc. 

Keyboard 
Arpeggios  

2.42  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound and card, 
Mac OS 7.1 or higher, 8 
MB RAM. MIDI required.  

Piano skill  Beginner Review standard and 
special fingerings for major, 
natural minor and harmonic 
minor scales. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc. 

Keyboard 
Fingerings  

2.4  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, MIDI 
keyboard.  

Piano skill Beginner Introduction to basic piano 
skills. Unlimited practice of 
skill offered 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Keyboard Tutor 2.0 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM 

Instrumental 
performance 

Intermediate Timed drills help you 
develop quicker note  
reading skills.  Keeps 
student records. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Keyboard Speed 
Reading 

4.0 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. MIDI optional. 

Note reading and 
piano skills 

Beginner Includes studies in solfege, 
note reading, and finger 
numbers for piano playing, 
many activities 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

KIDS (Keyboard 
Introductory 
Development 
Series) 

2.1 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. MIDI optional. 

Piano skill 
development  

Beginner Discover basic piano skills 
with the help of Sherlock.  

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Note Detective  2.0  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. MIDI optional  

K
EY

B
O

A
R

D
 

Piano skills, ear 
training 

Beginner Learn to play popular tunes 
by playing the piano key 
that a colored ball has 
highlighted. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Ricochet 1.4 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card. MIDI 
optional 

Instrument/ 
vocal 

All levels Record exercises which 
others can study and than 
record their performance, 
portfolio builder  

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Digital Music 
Mentor 

1.11 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. Microphone 
required. 

Vocal/pitch 
matching 

Intermediate Sing or play into a mic 
attached to computer to 
match the sound presented 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Audio Mirror 

3.0 
Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, Creative Labs 
SoundBlaster (no 
compatibles) 

Vocal performance All levels Presents vocal music of a 
another culture using video 
materials and multimedia. 

MJ and Associates Global Voices in 
Song: Four 
Swazi Songs 

N/A 
Win 95 or higher, 32 MB 
RAM, Mac OS 7.5.3 or 
higher, 32 MB RAM 

VO
C

A
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Vocal performance/ 
multi-cultural 

All levels See a model performance, 
pronounced text, voice 
parts, choreography, written 
text & translation. 

MJ and Associates Global Voices in 
Song: Folk 
Songs of 
Hungary 

N/A 

Win 95 or higher, 32 MB 
RAM, Mac OS 7.5.3 or 
higher, 32 MB RAM 

Studies and etudes 
for strings 

All levels Plays at any tempo, helps 
with intonation and rhythm. 

Virtual Virtuoso Practice 
Assistant 1.31 Win 

Concertos & pieces 
for strings 
 
 

All levels Plays accompaniment 
and/or solo, at any tempo. 

Virtual Virtuoso Performance 
Assistant 2.0 

Win 

Scales & arpeggios 
for strings 

All levels Plays all scales, any tempo. 
Displays notation on screen. 

Virtual Virtuoso Scale Master 
with MIDI 
Metronome 

1.2 
Win 

ST
R
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G
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Slow down/ 
transcribe/practice 

All levels Sound quality, transposition World Wide 
Woodshed 

SlowGold 
7 

Win 95, 98, NT, 2000, 
ME, XP, 300 MHz 
Pentium, 32 MB RAM 
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 Type Level Special Features Manufacturer Product Version Minimum System 
Requirements 

Slow down/ 
transcribe/practice 

All levels Slow down or speed up, 
wave file support, real-time. 

World Wide 
Woodshed 

SlowBlast! 

N/A 

Win 95, 98, NT, 2000, 
ME, XP or Mac 8.6-9, X, 
sound card or chip, 300 
MHz Pentium 

Instrumental 
performance 

Intermediate Introduces simple blues 
chords, user can practice 
improvising with 
background chords 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Keyboard 
Blues  

3.0 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, MIDI required 

Instrumental 
performance 

Intermediate Instrumentalists and 
vocalists can use this 
program to help develop 
improvisational skills. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

MIDI Jazz 
Improvisation I N/A 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. MIDI required. 

Instrumental 
performance 

Advanced Instrumentalists and 
vocalists can use this to 
assist in developing 
improvisational skills. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

MIDI Jazz 
Improvisation II N/A 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. MIDI required. 

Drill design 
software 

All levels Drill design software for 
marching bands 

Pygraphics 3D Java 
1.2.9 

Win 95 or higher or Mac 
OS X, 400 mhz, 128 MB 
of RAM 

Instrumental/vocal 
analysis 

All levels This set includes the ECS 
Music Metronome and the 
ECS Music Tuner.  
 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

ECS Music 
Suite N/A 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, Creative Labs 
AWE32 or higher Sound 
Blaster, microphone 

Performance All levels Turn your computer into a 
metronome, to assist in 
playing accurately in tempo 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

ECS Music 
Metronome 1.5 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Listening analysis/  
performance  

All levels Software tool designed to 
help user perform with 
better intonation, shows if 
you are sharp or flat.  
 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

ECS Music 
Tuner 

5.1 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, Creative Labs 
AWE32 or higher Sound 
Blaster, microphone. 

Chromatic 
multitempe-rament 
I 

All levels Instrument tuning software. 
20 different temperaments, 
from historic tunings to 
modern. 

FMJ-Software Chromatia 
Tuner 1.0 

Win 9X,ME,NT,2K,XP 

Artist and Berklee 
lessons 

All levels Tablature, Berklee online 
lessons, artist lessons, Line 
6 amp modeling, effects, 
and a 24-bit USB 

Line 6 GuitarPort 

N/A 

USB-equipped PCs that 
run Win 2000, XP 

Instrumental 
performance, sight 

All levels Automatic accompaniment PG Music Inc. Band-in-a-Box 11 Win 16 MB 

Instrumental 
performance 

Beginner MIDI animated fretboard w/ 
video synching 

Play Music Inc. Play Guitar 2.0 Win 

Instrumental 
performance 

Intermediate Midi animated fretboard, 90 
Mins Video 

Play Music Inc. Play Blues 
Guitar 2.0 Win 
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Instrumental 
performance 

Intermediate Midi animated fretboard, 
Taught by GIT Instructor 
Keith Wyatt 

Play Music Inc. Play Rock 
Guitar 2.0 

Win 

Music lessons for 
ages 10-18 

All levels Covers the school 
curriculum across all levels 
aspects of music 

DataSonics Mastering 
Music Prelude 

2.0 Win, IE 5.5, Pentium 
266Mhz, 96 MB RAM  

Music lessons for 
ages 10-18 

All levels Unlimited site license 
covering music curriculum 
for all aspects of music 

DataSonics Mastering Music 
Lab Pack 

2.0 Win, IE 5.5, Pentium 
266Mhz, 96 MB RAM  

Music lessons for 
ages 10-18 

All levels 5 site License covering 
music curriculum with all 
aspects of music 

DataSonics 
 
 

Mastering Music 
5 Site Licence 

2.0 Win, IE 5.5, Pentium 
266Mhz, 96 MB RAM  

Sequencing, 
notation & audio 

All levels Integrated MIDI sequencing 
and notation 

DataSonics Music Master 
Professional 

5.3 Win, Pentium 266MHz, 
96 MB RAM  

Notation with MIDI 
sequencing 

All levels Plays all the notation 
symbols eg repeats, codas, 
dynamics, mordents, trills 

DataSonics Music Master 
Publisher 

5.3 Win, Pentium 266MHz, 
96 MB RAM  

Sequencing, audio, 
notation  

All levels Integrated MIDI and audio 
on one screen, Win XP-
compatible 

DataSonics Music Master 
Performa 

5.3 Win, Pentium 266MHz, 
96 MB RAM  

Note reading Beginner Includes note reading on 
treble, bass, alto or tenor 
clef  

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc. 

Clef Notes N/A Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, Mac OS 7.1 or 
higher, 4 MB free RAM 

Music 
fundamentals  

Beginner Audio directions. Program is 
exploratory for ages 3 - 9 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc. 

Cloud 9 Music 
1.5.1 

1.5.1  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
free real RAM, Mac OS 
7.6.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM 

Music 
fundamentals 

Beginner Introduces pre-note reading 
concepts to young children 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc. 

Early Music 
Skills 

4.0  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, Mac OS 7.1 or 
higher, 8 MB RAM  

Theory  Beginner May be used by children or 
adults for x card, Mac OS 
7.1 or higher, 8MB RAM 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc. 

Elements of 
Music  

3.0  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8MB 
RAM  
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Note reading Beginner Varying levels of difficulty, 
helps develop note reading 
skills. May be used with or 
without MIDI  

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc. 

Keyboard Note 
Drill 

3.0 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. MIDI optional 
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 Type Level Special Features Manufacturer Product Version Minimum System 
Requirements 

Theory 
 

Intermediate 
 

Drill and practice program 
which teaches major, minor, 
diminished, & augmented 
chords. Keeps records. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 
 

Keyboard 
Chords 
 

3.0 
 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. MIDI optional 
 

Theory 
 

Advanced Study chord symbols and 
7th chords. Keeps records. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Keyboard Jazz 
Harmonies  

3.0 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. MIDI optional  

Note reading Beginner Click on the ‘critters’ that 
match the note names 
presented.  Variety of skills 
included. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Smack-a-Note 1.5.3  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. 

Music symbols and 
terminology 

Beginner Team up with musical 
symbol sleuth, Simon, to 
learn music symbols and 
their definitions. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Symbol Simon 1.92  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card. 

Theory Advanced Choose studies: basic 
chords, diatonic 7ths, 
secondary dominants, or 
borrowed/altered chords. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Functional 
Harmony 3.0 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. MIDI optional. 

Theory, ear training Advanced Collection of software with 
self-paced exercises for 
theory instruction. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Musique 

N/A 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. MIDI optional 

Note reading, ear 
trainig 

Beginner Features characters from 
Alice in Wonderland by 
Lewis Carroll. For ages 4 
through 12.  

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Adventures in 
Musicland 3.1 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Terminology/music 
fundamentals 

All levels Teachers can create and 
customize vocabularies for 
student studies 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Spell and Define 

3.0 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Theory & ear-
training 

All levels Multiple skill levels, on-
screen help, built-in music 
theory reference, record 
keeping 

MiBAC Music 
Software, Inc. 

Music Lessons I 
Fundamentals 
(Windows) N/A 

Win 95, 98, ME, NT4, 
2000, XP, Sound Blaster 
and MIDI compatible. 

Theory & ear-
training 

All levels Multiple skill levels, on-
screen help, built-in music 
theory reference, record 
keeping 

MiBAC Music 
Software, Inc. 

Music Lessons I 
Fundamentals 
(Mac) N/A 

Mac 68 K or PowerMac, 
MacOS 7.5 or higher, 
MacOS 8 or MacOS 9 
(MIDI optional). 

Theory & ear-
training 

Advanced Develops all skill areas: 
visual recognition, notation, 
playing (piano & guitar) and 
ear training. 
 

MiBAC Music 
Software, Inc. 

Music Lessons II 
Chords and 
Harmony N/A 

Win 95, 98, NT4, 
Win2000, XP, MacOS 
7.5 or higher, MacOS 8 
or MacOS 9. 

Theory Beginner 16 Lessons and games 
introducing basics 
ofkeyboard, pitch, music 
alphabet, notes and other 
areas. 

Pianomouse.com Music Theory 
FUNdamentals 

N/A 

Win 95 or higher, 32 MB 
RAM, soundcard, Mac 
OS8.1-9.1, 32 MB RAM 

Theory All levels 25 Topics, student tracking, 
customizable content 

Rising Software Musition 2.0 Win 95, 98, ME, NT, 
2000, XP, Mac OS X 
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Music 
fundamentals 
theory  

Beginner  Exercise, worksheets, and 
other educational resources 
which help teach music with 
Sibelius software.  

Sibelius Software Teaching Tools 

N/A 

Win 95, 98, Me, 2000, 
XP, NT4 or higher,  
32 MB+ RAM, Mac G4, 
G3, iMac OS8.6 to 101 
or later, 15 MB+ RAM  

Rhythm 
comprehension 

Beginner May be used in Spanish or 
English. Fun and colorful 
games teaching note values 
and musical meter. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Musicus 4.0 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. MIDI optional 

Rhythm skills 
development 

All levels  Beginners-Advanced: 
colorful games, learn about 
notes, rhythms and meter. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Challenge 
Musicus 

2.5 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Note/rhythmic meter 
recognition 

Intermediate Develops understanding of 
the relative length of notes 
and placement in music 
meter. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Super Musicus 2.0 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Rhythm skills Beginner Learn to keep a steady beat 
by listening or reading 
random rhythms. Full record 
keeping. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Tap It 3.5 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. 
 
 
 

Rhythm skills 
development 

Intermediate Tapping drills include 
syncopation, eighth and 
sixteenth note values. 
Varying tempos available. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Tap It II 3.0 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. MIDI optional. 

R
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Theory Intermediate Includes drills on note 
naming, scales, key 
signatures, intervals and 
basic chords. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Music Flash 
Cards 3.0 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. 
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Requirements 

Rhythm skills 
development  
 

Intermediate Verbal instructions, 
recordkeeping and a 
colorful ‘factory’ 
environment 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Rhythm Factory  
 1.0 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM, sound card, 
Mac OS 8 or higher 

Pitch and rhythm 
training 

Beginner Used with Standard of 
Excellence software 

Pygraphics Online Amadeus 3.1.0 Win 95 or higher, 64 MB 
of RAM 
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Theory 
 

Intermediate Learn major, minor, 
diminished, and augmented 
intervals.  Keeps student 
records.  

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Keyboard 
Intervals  

3.0 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. MIDI optional. 

Theory Beginner Aural-visual game 
introduces intervallic 
relationships to young 
students. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Musical Stairs 3.0 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. MIDI optional  

Note reading  Beginner Timed games which 
develop note reading skills.  

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Note Speller  3.0  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. MIDI optional  IN
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Music game Beginner 16 MIDI-tracks GenieSys Voice 
L.C. 

MusicBall 1.0 Win ME with DirectX 8.0, 
64 MB, P-II-300 

Skill assessment Beginner Assess rhythmic 
performance skills or overall 
music skills. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Rhythm 
Performance 
Test-Revised 

2.0  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. 

Music appreciation Intermediate Over 100 quiz questions are 
randomly chosen for testing 
knowledge. Student records 
retained. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Music 
Composer Quiz 3.0 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM.  

Music 
fundamentals 

Intermediate Glossary of terms included 
along with 5 different types 
of testing. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Music 
Terminology 3.0 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. 

Music 
fundamentals 

Intermediate Quizzes on terms specific to 
each ensemble, general 
musical terms with 
definitions. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Music 
Terminology for 
Bands, 
Orchestras & 
Choirs 

2.0 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. 

Theory/ear training Advanced Analyze chords, harmonic 
dictation and aural 
identification. Keeps 
records. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Harmonic 
Progressions 3.0 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. MIDI optional. 
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Music appreciation Advanced Test knowledge of 
composers from the 
Renaissance through the 
Twentieth Century. Keeps 
records. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Music History 
Review: 
Composers 3.0 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Software operation 
& production  

All levels  Interactive training CD-
ROM, DVD and Web 

Cool Breeze 
Systems, Inc.  

Cool School 
Interactus  

1-8  Win 98, ME, XP, Mac 8, 
9, X, 64 MB RAM 

Software & 
production training  

All levels  Online courses & movie 
libraries -Pro Tools, DP, 
Logic, Cubase 

Cool Breeze 
Systems, Inc.  

www.CoolSchoo
lOnline.com  

2.0  Win, Mac, QuickTime, 
Shockwave 

Interactive training 
CD-ROM  

Intermediate  Software simulations, movie 
tutorials, glossary, quizzing 

Cool Breeze 
Systems, Inc.  

CSi vol.1 -Pro 
Tools Basics  

1.2  Win 98, ME, XP, Mac 8, 
9, X, 64 MB RAM 

Interactive training 
CD-ROM  

All levels  Software simulations, movie 
tutorials, glossary, quizzing 

Cool Breeze 
Systems, Inc.  

CSi vol.2.1 - Pro 
Tools Tips & 
Plug-ins  

2.1  Win 98, ME, XP, Mac 8, 
9, X, 64 MB RAM 

Interactive training 
CD-ROM  

Beginner Software simulations, movie 
tutorials, glossary, quizzing 

Cool Breeze 
Systems, Inc.  

CSi vol.3 - 
Desktop Audio  

3.1  Win 98, ME, XP, Mac 8, 
9, X, 64 MB RAM 
Software simulations, 
movie tutorials, glossary, 
quizzing 

Interactive training 
CD-ROM  

Intermediate  Software simulations, movie 
tutorials, glossary, quizzing 

Cool Breeze 
Systems, Inc.  

CSi vol.4 - Logic 
Audio  

4.1  Win 98, ME, XP, Mac 8, 
9, X, 64 MB RAM 
Software simulations, 
movie tutorials, glossary, 
quizzing 

Interactive training 
CD-ROM  

All levels  Software simulations, movie 
tutorials, glossary, quizzing 

Cool Breeze 
Systems, Inc.  

CSi vol.5 - Pro 
Tools 5  

5.1  Win 98, ME, XP, Mac 8, 
9, X, 64 MB RAM 
Software simulations, 
movie tutorials, glossary, 
quizzing  
 
 
 

Interactive training 
CD-ROM  

Intermediate  Software simulations, movie 
tutorials, glossary, quizzing 

Cool Breeze 
Systems, Inc.  

CSi vol.6 - 
Digital 
Performer  

6  Win 98, ME, XP, Mac 8, 
9, X, 64 MB RAM 
Software simulations, 
movie tutorials, glossary, 
quizzing  
 

Interactive training 
CD-ROM  

Intermediate  Software simulations, movie 
tutorials, glossary, quizzing 

Cool Breeze 
Systems, Inc.  

CSi vol.7 - 
Cubase SX  

7  Win 98, ME, XP, Mac 8, 
9, X, 64 MB RAM 
Software simulations, 
movie tutorials, glossary, 
quizzing  

Interactive training 
CD-ROM  

Beginner  Software simulations, movie 
tutorials, glossary, quizzing 

Cool Breeze 
Systems, Inc.  

CSi QuickStart - 
Mbox  

1  Win 98, ME, XP, Mac 8, 
9, X, 64 MB RAM 
Software simulations, 
movie tutorials, glossary, 
quizzing  
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Instrumental 
performance 

Beginner Video game, DVD player 
compatible. Four ways to 
learn. 

JustEnough 
Learning Co. 

JustEnough 
Learning Kit 

N/A 

Win 95, 98, ME, XP, 
2000. 64 MB RAM. 120 
MHz Power PC, 166 
MHz Pentium or 
compatible 
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Music appreciation Intermediate Includes narrated composer 
biographies, puzzles, and 
games about 8 composers. 

Pianomouse.com Pianomouse 
Meets the 
Great 
Composers 

N/A 

Win 95-ME, 32 MB RAM, 
soundcard, Mac OS 8.1-
9.1, 32 MB RAM 

Ear training Beginner Designed to assist you in 
increasing your ability to 
remember a series of 
pitches.  

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc. 

Ear Challenger 4.0  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM,  Mac OS 7.1 or 
higher, 8 MB RAM  

Ear training Beginner Designed to develop ear 
training skills through 
memory and color.  

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc. 

Super Ear 
Challenger 

2.3  Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM,  Mac OS 7.1 or 
higher, 8 MB RAM 

Theory, ear training Advanced Learn 9th, 11th, and 13th 
chords both aurally and 
visually.  Keeps records. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Keyboard 
Extended Jazz 
Harmonies 

3.0 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. MIDI optional 

Ear training/note 
reading  

Intermediate Varying levels of difficulty 
allow long use of the 
included games. Hall of 
Fame displays high scores.  

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Keyboard 
Kapers  

3.0 Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM. MIDI optional.  

Ear training Beginner Practice in matching pitches 
and getting two pitches ‘in 
tune.’ 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Tune It II 
3.6 

Mac OS 7.1 or higher, 8 
MB RAM, sound card 

Ear training Intermediate Covers pitch register, 
dictation, intervals and 
scales. 

Trail Creek 
Systems 

Ear Training  
Expedition Part 
1  

N/A 
Win 95 or higher 
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Ear training Intermediate Covers inverted triads, 
augmented & diminished, 
rhythm, and circle of 5th. 

Trail Creek 
Systems 

Ear Training  
Expedition Part 
2 

N/A 
Win 95 or higher 

Interactive training 
CD-ROM  

    All levels  Movie tutorials, operational 
techniques, audio examples 

Cool Breeze 
Systems, Inc.  

CSi QuickStart 
- Plug-ins  

1  Win 98, ME, XP, Mac 8, 
9, X, 64 MB RAM 
Software simulations, 
movie tutorials, glossary, 
quizzing 

Interactive training 
CD-ROM  

Intermediate  Movie tutorials, operational 
techniques, audio examples 

Cool Breeze 
Systems, Inc.  

CSi QuickStart - 
SampleCell  

1  Win 98, ME, XP, Mac 8, 
9, X, 64 MB RAM  

Ear training Beginner Develops listening skills and 
intonation. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Toon Up 
1.2.2 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card 

Ear training  

 
Advanced Choose intervals, basic 

chords or seventh chords 
for studies and quizzing. 
Keeps records. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Aural Skills 
Trainer  
 

3.0 
Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 7.1 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. MIDI optional. 
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Ear-training All levels 26 Topics, student tracking, 
customizable content 

Rising Software Auralia 2.1 Win 95, 98, ME, NT, 
2000, XP, Mac OS X 

Listening analysis All levels Create thematic analysis of 
audio CD, MP3, MIDI, WAV 
and AIF files. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

TimeSketch 
Editor 4.2 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of 
each piece as you listen to 
the performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Bach Magnificat/ 
Vivaldi Gloria 
Sketches 

1.95 
Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 
work as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Bach Toccata & 
Fugue Sketch 1.95 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 
piece as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Beethoven 
Piano Concerto 
No. 3 Sketch 1.95 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

 
Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 

piece as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Beethoven 
Pathetique 
Sonata Sketch 

1.95 
Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher. 

Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 
work as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Beethoven 
Symphony No. 5 
Sketch 1.95 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

 
Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 

piece as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Berlioz 
Symphony 
Fantastique 
Sketch 

1.95 
Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 
piece as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Brahms 
Symphony No. 3 
Sketch 

1.95 
Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 
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Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 
piece as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Brubeck Music 
Analyzed! 1.95 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 
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Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 
piece as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Dvorak New 
World 
Symphony 
Sketch 

1.95 
Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 
piece as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Miles Davis 
Music Analyzed! 1.95 

Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 
piece as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Grainger 
Lincolnshire 
Posey Sketch 

1.95 
Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 
piece as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Mussorgsky 
Pictures at an 
Exhibition 
Sketch 

1.95 
Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 
piece as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Mozart 
Symphony No. 
40 Sketch 

1.95 
Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 
piece as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Schubert 
Unfinished 
Symphony 
Sketch 

1.95 
Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 

Listening analysis All levels See the form analysis of this 
piece as you listen to the 
performance. 

Electronic 
Courseware 
Systems, Inc 

Vaughan 
Williams/Barber 
Sketches 

1.95 
Win 95 or higher, 8 MB 
RAM, sound card, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 8 MB 
free RAM. 
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Elementary 
creative music 

Beginner Interactive electronic book MIDIworks 
Interactive 

Junior Music 
Toolkit 

N/A 

Win 95, Mac OS 8.2 

Performance/writin
g  

All levels Electronic book contains 
learning framework 
addressing composition for 
acoustic instruments & MIDI 

MIDIworks 
Interactive 

Composer 
Notes Vol. 1 N/A 

Win 95 or higher, 64 MB 
application RAM, Mac 
OS 8 or higher, 64 MB 
application RAM 

C
O

M
PO

SI
TI

O
N

 

Creativity Beginner Offers music activities for 
the elementary classroom. 

MIDIworks 
Interactive 

Composer 
Notes Jr. Music 
Toolkit 

N/A 
Win 95 or higher, OS 8 
or higher 

Theory/composing All levels 
3 learning levels: 
Musicianship, Publishing, 
and Composing 

DataSonics Mastering 
Music N/A 

Win 95 or higher, Mac 8 
or higher  
 

Composition & 
instrumentati-on 

Advanced Interactive electronic book MIDIworks 
Interactive 

Composer notes 2002 Win 95, Mac OS 8.1 

M
A

ST
ER

IN
G

 
M

U
SI

C
 

Lesson generator All levels Generates lessons for 
mastering music 

DataSonics Mastering Music 
Komposa 

2.0 Win, IE 5.5, Pentium 
266Mhz, 96 MB RAM  

Musical notation All levels Create and arrange scores Sibelius-Software 
Limited 

Sibelius 4 4.1 Windows 
98SE/Me/2000/XP, Mac 
OS X 10.2.8/10.3.9/10.4 
or later 

Musical notation All levels Create and arrange scores MakeMusic, Inc Finale 2007 2007 Windows 2000/XP, 
Minimum 256MB RAM, 
G4 or higher 
recommended 

Musical notation All levels Create and arrange scores Mozart Music Mozart music 
software 

9.0.2 Win 98 or higher 

   
   

   
   

   
 W

R
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O

FT
W

A
R

E 
  

Musical notation All levels Create and arrange scores GVOX Encore 4.5.5 Windows 98 or higher 
32MB of RAM SVGA 
video, Mac G3 CPU or 
better 32MB of RAM 
16MB Hard Disk space 
Mac OS 9.x or OSX 10.2 
or higher  

 



Category
Price

Fundamental skills of music

Rhythm
GNU Solfege - Smarten your ears free http://www.solfege.org/
Music Teacher 3.0 shareware www.gehoerbildung.de
AudiLap free http://www.audilab.de/en/index.html

Intervals/ Scales
Eartrainer aus MusiXcool free http://www.midi-connections.ch
GNU Solfege - Smarten your ears free http://www.solfege.org/
Interaktive Online program free http://www.musikwissenschaften.de/interaktiv/index.htm
Music Teacher 3.0 shareware www.gehoerbildung.de
AudiLap free http://www.audilab.de/en/index.html

Knowledge of  Instruments/ composers/
(Image, mp3, midi, Video, Worksheet) Bildungsserver Baden-Würtemberg http://lbsneu.schule-bw.de/unterricht/faecher/musik/material

Online material for music lesson http://marvin.sn.schule.de/~musik/un.htm

http://demoportal.eun.org/celebrate_dp/index.cfm
Music Analysis

Musical Examples
Bildungsserver Baden-Würtemberg http://lbsneu.schule-bw.de/unterricht/faecher/musik/material

Listening Analysis
Melodien-quiz http://www.musica.at/shareware1/
Music Memo Game http://www.musica.at/shareware1/

Musical composition/ improvising
Notation Software

Finale 2007 Notepad free http://www.klemm-music.de/coda/notepad/
Forte-Free free http://www.forte-notensatz.de/free.htm
LilyPond free http://lilypond.org/web/index
Power Tab Editor free http://www.power-tab.net/index.php

Arrange music
Band in a Box 99,00 €
Midi- Connection Score 10,00 € http://www.midi-connections.com/down_free.htm

Recording/ Manipulate
Midi/ Audio- Sequencer

Logic fun free
Anvil Studio free http://www.anvilstudio.com/
Midi Locator Free free http://www.midilocator.com/LocatorFree.html
Jazz ++ Midi Sequencer free http://www.jazzware.com/zope
Garageband with OS X



Synthesizer
Vsynth free http://www.jbausch.de/index.php
SynthEdit free http://www.synthedit.com/

Audiograbbing/Ripping
Audiograbber free http://www.audiograbber.de/
Exact Audio Copy free http://www.exactaudiocopy.de/
FreeRip free http://www.mgshareware.com/frmmain.shtml

Pod casting/ Streaming
Castblaster 40,80 € http://castblaster.com/download/demo/castblaster75/castblaster075.html
Itunes free http://www.apple.com/de/itunes/download/

Audioeditor
Audacity free http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
Audiorecorder free http://www.blackcatsystems.com/software/audiocorder.html
WaveFlow 4.7 free http://www.waveflow.com/
MagiX MusikMaker school edition school version http://site.magix.net/deutsch/startseite/community/

Musical Performance Skills
Karaoke Singing

GoSing free http://www.gosing.com/

Instruments
Guitar Room http://www.looknohands.com/chordhouse/guitar/index_db.html
Piano Room http://www.looknohands.com/chordhouse/piano/

Related projects and websites

http://demoportal.eun.org/celebrate_dp/index e-learning objects
http://www.virtuelleschule.at/e-content/ Description of eContent
http://www.hitsquad.com/smm/ Musicsoftware for all platforms 
http://shoko.calarts.edu/~tre/CompMusMac Musicsoftware für Mac OS
http://www.musica.at/forum/wwwboard.html Forum for music and computer

http://www.musica.at/shareware/
Collection of ca. 100 music-applikations, MIDI, MP3, 
Plugins, Sequenzer, Notation, Tools etc.

http://www.kvr-vst.com Website for VST-Plug-Ins 

http://www.synrise.de/html/index_g.htm
Database including Synthesizer, Sampler, HD-
Recorder und PC-Soundcarts
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V. School Infrastructure Questionnaire 
 
ICT CONTEXT 
 
The purpose of the questions in this section is (a) to gain knowledge of the level of ICT 
infrastructure in the school/university, and (b) to evaluate the extent to which that infrastructure is applied to 
teaching and learning. 
 
Technological infrastructure 
 
1. Give a general description of ICT infrastructure in your institution. 
 
2. Does a university-wide Intranet exist? How is it configured? 
 
3. How many teachers and students (number or percentage) can access the Intranet 
from (a) inside and (b) outside the university?  

 
4. How many access points exist inside the school/university ? What kind of link do they have (e.g., number 
of networking points (Ethernet sockets), number of PCs accessible to students and teachers, type of 
connection and nominal speed (T1, T3, ISDN...)?  
 
5. How many students have an email address (number or percentage)? Through which procedures are 
email accounts attributed to students? How would you characterize your institution’s ICT policy towards 
students in this regard? 
 
6. Describe connections to external networks: 
 
Speed and kind of Internet connection: fiber-optics (FDDI), ATM etc., (b) access to and 
distribution of TV broadcasting channels (terrestrial transmitters, satellite uplinks), (c) 
number and seating capacity of videoconferencing rooms, (d) number and seating capacity of rooms equipped 
with satellite receivers. 
 
ICT use 
7. What is the average ICT literacy level of the school/university staff? 
 
Possible indicators could be: (a) percentage of physical access points, e.g. full Internet 
coverage, PC provided to each staff member (b) proficiency of staff to exploit available 
technology (email us). 
 
8. What is the current use of ICT in teaching and learning? 
 
9. How is training of (a) teachers and (b) students in the use of ICT at a (I) technical and (II) pedagogical 
level organized (if organized)? 
 
Not only formal training is of interest, but also informal training. Not only formal, but also informal training are 
of interest.  
 
10. Is there a facility/expert unit supporting teachers in the production of Computer-Aided Learning (CAL) 
material?  
11. Is there a research unit for the innovation and experimentation of ICT in education? How is research on 
ICT in education being developed? 
 

11. Are there other topics you missed in this section? 
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1 Synthesis of the musical education system of each country of the consortium  
2 Questionnaire addressed to music teachers of the consortium  
3 Musical software  
4 School infrastructure questionnaire  
5 The project Odysseas started in 1996 and ended in 2000. Remote schools from Pelopponisos, Thrace and 
Aegean took part in the project that aimed to introduce ICT after training the teachers of the schools involved  
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